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ABSTRACT 
It becomes increasingly difficult to monitor academic progress of students in a class that is too large to 
allow for individual attention by a lecturer. What are required are modes of assessment which are both 
informative and rapid. One way to achieve this is by utilising automated marking of examination or 
test scripts. The ability to mark test papers by computer has a number of benefits. One, being that it 
speeds up the assessment process and statistical information can be obtained easily and quickly which 
would greatly assist lecturers in monitoring the effectiveness of their lectures and give them the ability 
to obtain rapid feedback of an informative nature. This gives students a chance to implement 
corrective measures while the material is still fresh in their minds. 
Automated marking is heavily dependent on image acquisition and processing routines. Therefore 
ways of formatting examination and test papers were sought which allow for automated marking. 
Current marking machines utilise scanners to digitize answer scripts for marking purposes. These are 
more often than not, quite expensive. In investigating affordable ways of digiti sing answer scripts, the 
imaging device of choice was found to be a web camera. This was so because web cameras are readily 
available and are more affordable than scanners. This allowed the building of a prototype marking 
machine which was tested and performed as expected. 
In operation, the camera is connected to a desktop computer via a USB port and captures images 
automatically after being triggered by a sensor. These images are then processed to achieve marking. 
To further reduce costs, paper transportation through the prototype marking machine relies on gravity 
therefore paper moves through the machine under its own weight, eliminating the need for motors to 
direct paper through the machine. 
The machine has exhibited the ability to identify numeric as well as alpha numeric characters. This is a 
great improvement to the current marking machines capabilities which are primarily used for multiple-
choice question marking. The ability to identify numbers written by students in a test eliminates the 
need to restrict automated assessment to multiple choice questions which are prone to accurate 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As suggested by the title, 'Rapid Assessment using Automated Marking', this study investigated the 
usage of computer based marking machines in marking examination and test scripts. It also looked at 
how the capabilities of these machines could be improved upon. Various methods of formatting 
questions and answer sheets have been suggested in the report which adds to the variety of what can 
be marked by machines. 
In a report entitled 'Involvement the cornerstone of excellence' [1], Astin cites student involvement, 
setting high expectations, fair assessment and rapid feedback as the necessary ingredients for fostering 
true educational effectiveness. This reasoning has been supported by other researchers example being 
'The Study Group on the Conditions of Excellence in Higher Education' [2] who suggest in their 
report that an excellent learning environment is characterised by at least these conditions namely 
student involvement, setting high expectations, fair assessment and rapid feedback. Astin however, 
says that 'involvement' is really the cornerstone of this mini theory, in the sense that the setting of 
high expectations and giving timely feedback is part of actually enhancing student involvement. Stated 
simply, students learn best by becoming involved. Here 'student involvement' means the amount of 
physical and psychological energy that the student devotes to the academic experience. This aids in the 
educational process because it allows for better direct observation and measurement of student 
progress [1]. 
Research was undertaken in the 1970s and early 1980s to discover the elements of effective direct 
instruction lessons. For example, Robert Gagne [3] proposed a model based on information-processing 
theory in which essential events of instruction correspond with key events in the learning process. 
Gagne's model is presented in Figure 1 and according to him an act of learning includes eight phases 
which are shown on the left hand side of the boxes. These are external events that can be structured by 
the teacher. Each of these phases is paired by events that take place in the students mind during 
learning. These are presented inside the boxes. Gagne's strategy for lesson presentation, listed on the 
right, suggests that teachers lead students through a series of events that have been identified as 
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Figure 1: Events olTeuming und Inslrudion 
A shon description of the parts of a dired in~lrucllon lcs>on can be as presented below [4]: 
I, State learning obj('cti\"C~ and 01 ient .tudents HI the les'fln: Students arc told 0fwha! they 
will be learning and " ,hat performance IS expected oi'(hem, 
2, /{evie\\ prerequisite~, This IS done by going o\'~r uny ~kl11s or concepts ne~d~d to llllderstand 
the cmTent lesson. 
J. Prcsenl nc" material The l e~s0n " presell!ed, presenting information. giving examples, 
demonstrating concepts de, 
4. Cflnduct learning prflhes: P0se lj ul'sli0I1' to srud~nt s to a"ess thelr levd of understanding 
and correct theIr rni~c0nceptJOn s, 
S, Provide independent practice: provide student> an opportunity to praClicc new skill> or u'c 
new mfomlation on their "" n. 
6, As~ess performance and providl' feedback: Review independenl praClice work or provide a 
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7. Provide distributed practice and review: Assign homework to provide distributed practice 
on the new material. Review material in later lessons, and provide practice opportunities to 
increase chances to remember what they learned and will be able to apply it in different 
circumstances. ' 
With the stages of direct instruction as presented above, it is clear that two stages in the learning 
process require some form of inquisition by the instructor by means of quiz or test. These are stages 
number four and seven. In stage number four, the learning probe might be a quiz or a short test. When 
the number of students in a class is large this is difficult to conduct due to the burden of marking. The 
same can be said about marking homework assignments as presented in stage number 7. It is for these 
challenges that methods are being sought to easily and quickly assess large numbers of students in 
classes. 
In an article in the 'Business Day' newspaper of 26 October 2004 [5], it was noted that the shortage of 
engineers in South Africa was so severe, that it could stop the completion of projects as the economy 
grows and major constructions begin. Chris Reay, Chief Executive of Engineer Placements, and in 
charge of communications, specialist groups and strategic planning at the South African Institution of 
Mechanical Engineers was quoted by Mzwandile Faniso in an article entitled 'South Africa looks 
overseas to recruit engineers', in the 'Cape Times' newspaper of 1 i h June 2005 [6] as saying that 
South Africa was facing an acute shortage of engineers which the country needed for its multibillion-
rand infra structural projects. Projects such as the construction of power stations, railways and stadiums 
for the 2010 soccer world cup which would need highly specialised and experienced engineers, which 
the country currently only had but a few. This would lead companies to source the skills from foreign 
countries. This shortage of skilled engineers has been recognised by people in the political sphere and 
also by those in industries who are now advocating for an increase in the numbers of graduates from 
tertiary educational systems. 
In response, institutions like the University of Cape Town are expected to produce more graduates for 
the South African (or indeed the African continent's) workforce because the prosperity of Africa 
depends on each country's ability to succeed technologically and in so doing, improw their economies 
[7]. Dr Frank Press, in a report entitled 'The Role of Education in Technological Competitiveness' [8] 
made the following statement: 
"It is now self-evident that the ability of industrialised countries to maintain a relatively high standard 











Markets have become global, and success in global markets, especially for high technology products 
and processes, depends on the quality of the products produced. Is the product - be it a car or a chip -
reliable? Does it reflect state-of-the-art technology? Some of the questions being asked by consumers 
in the market place arc making it imperative for academic institutions to produce graduates of a high 
calibre. With this comes a new problem. In the process of admitting more students to university and 
ensuring that the base of the technological personnel is broad, the admitted students now come from 
diverse educational backgrounds, ranging from seriously disadvantaged to very privileged, often 
depending on the schools they have attended [7]. 
Coupled with this marked difference in academic backgrounds is the decline in the secondary 
educational standards which have resulted from a steady decline in background preparation, self-
discipline for serious study and genuine desire to learn by students leaving high school and entering 
first year [9]. This trend appears to apply to a large fraction of engineering students and could have 
negative consequences for this country's future. 
Educating students with this wide variation in backgrounds is difficult in particular because resources 
have remained almost the same. If, for example, a slower pace is chosen to accommodate those slow 
to leam or that lack some of the basic building blocks and therefore have holes and gaps in their 
background education, one runs the risk of not completing the course material and at the same time 
bores the other students who feel the pace it too slow. The opposite of this is true in the sense that by 
going too fast one runs the risk of losing the slow learners. John Greene [10] has described the six 
fallacies in engineering education. Of direct relevance is the following statement he makes: 'The 
"dynamic range" of our students' ability is extraordinarily large. I have never been comfortable, in 
teaching a class of 1 00 students, that I have been able adequately to address the needs of either the 
brightest or the weakest in the class. ' 
Such a situation makes it essential to easily and quickly identify the students with problems and who 
need the extra help to cope. It can be compared to a production line where, when there is a particular 
section where defects (problems) arise, if left uncorrected, the product will remain defective and many 
others that follow will be lost. 
Traditionally, student progress has been monitored by means of assignments, tests and laboratory 
experiments resulting in a considerable marking load taking up valuable time and resources which 
could have been invested in helping the students with problems. The marking could be given to 











lecturing assistants are busy pursuing their studies at university, doing this part time to earn some 
money. Typically they will try and make this money in the least effort and time consuming way 
possible. This invariably means less energy and concentration is applied to marking tasks so that they 
can concentrate on their studies. This leads to students receiving marks from someone who does not 
know them and who has barely read their assignments. The result of this is that some students who 
actually have problems because they lack understanding of study material are allowed to progress 
sometimes even graduating without their ignorance and problems being exposed and corrected. 
It is advantageous for the lecturer to know without delay which aspects of the course material students 
understand. In this way those points they fail to understand can be re emphasised with minimum delay. 
The effect of delaying returning marked scripts should not be underestimated. For example, using 
multiple choice questions, where very little work goes into writing out the answer in the form of an 
explanation, students concern themselves mainly with the grade they obtained and very little on where 
they went wrong when there is a delay in handing back answer scripts. It would be beneficial if 
students knew immediately where they erred in a test or assignment while the questions are still fresh 
in the mind, compared to returning scripts at a later time when many of the nuances of the test would 
have been forgotten and interest is focused on other issues. A much bigger problem, however, in 
Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) is that the answer sheet and the question paper are separate. The 
student retains the question paper and the answer sheet is handed in. During revision, the student does 
not recall what answer they gave for a particular question. It would be pedagogically better if the 
questions and the answers were on the same page enabling a comparison to be made. 
This called for a way to get rapid feedback to and from students so that they could monitor their own 
progress in understanding engineering principles and lecturers could emphasise on the problem areas 
and monitor where those students who are stmggling are and corrective measures implemented. One 
way of achieving this was seen as automated marking of students test and examination scripts by 
means of a marking machine. Using such technology would speed up the assessment process and 
make marking of scripts fair since it would be less susceptible to human error. With this, a great 
advance would have been made in one ofthe major ingredients that foster true educational 
effectiveness - rapid feedback. 
The next chapter which is a literature review takes a deeper look at various challenges faced in 
educational institutions with respect to provision of timely instruction and assessmnent. Also presented 












2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The increase in demand for more graduates from universities to fill up positions of responsibility in the 
growing economy has led to the increasing numbers of students that are entering university at first 
year. This is exemplified by the increasing numbers of students entering the University of Cape Town 
in the faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment. 
The rapid increase in student numbers requires that new methods of testing and assessing their 
progress be found and done rapidly. With lack of financial resources, it becomes increasingly difficult. 
The use of automated marking provides a solution to this challenge. This has been dubbed "rapid 
feedback" in this report. 
2.1 Objectives 
The obj ective of this section of the report is to present to the reader-
• reasons behind the increment of numbers of students entering university; 
• the challenges faced in the education process due to the increasing numbers of students; 
• an overview of the classification of 'learning' and how to assess each class; 
• an outline of reasons for the need to speed up the rate of assessment; and 
• methods to achieve rapid assessment and improve educational effectiveness. 
2.2 Limitations 
The theory behind assessment methods and their application in the educational process is quite vast. 
The review does not intend to analyse the whole spectrum of assessment but that which is used for 
assessing knowledge and measurable skills, for example, multiple choice questions. 
2.3 Plan of Development 
The appendix begins with a discussion on the economic challenges facing Africa and South Africa in 
particular in terms of the need for a skilled labour force and the need to educate more engineers. From 
this need, an overview is presented on the challenges faced in educating increased numbers of 
students. The learning process is broken down into specific classes which are assessed differently 
hence modes of assessment are presented. A brief discussion is then presented on the currently 
available marking machines and the technology they utilise and finally image acquisition and 
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2.4. Economic Challenges 
2.4.1 Globalisation 
The world as it was known has changed in the way it conducts business. The barriers to trade have 
been broken down and it has become what is now called a 'global village' where business is conducted 
wherever you want. This has increased the level of competition in the market place as those countries 
with advanced technologies in their production processes produce goods of very high quality and 
reliability, and reflect state-of-the-art technology. To be able to compete with these countries one has 
to produce goods of better or similar quality because the market is always looking for the best product 
there is, because they do not want to settle for less. 
2.4.2 Lack of Skilled Workforce 
Dr Frank Press [8] clearly stated the challenges that are facing the American economy in his report on 
the role of education in technological competitiveness. Since the first world countries are what third 
world countries are competing with, it is worthwhile to observe what they consider necessary for 
prosperity. 
His report emphasised the point that a quality workforce is necessary to foster a high standard of 
living. This workforce must be 'skilled' and 'adaptable'. Skilled meaning that the workforce must be 
well trained with literacy in both words and numbers and having the ability to think critically about 
complex matters and perform demanding tasks. It must be adaptable as well, since, due to 
globalisation, there are constant changes in the marketplaces. 
Customisation leads to a market that is less predictable due to the ever changing requirements by 
customers in the functionalities of new products. In order to remain competitive, manufacturers have 
to become very innovative in the design of their products. This is a mixture of good and bad news. The 
good news being that, the more innovative organisations get, the bigger the share they get in the 
market, and the opposite is true for the less innovative ones. 
Press continued by saying that students' academic achievements were still failing to keep pace with 
the competitive requirements of the global market. Not only do prospective workers face this 
predicament but also the current workforce, that has skills which are fast becoming obsolete if no 
continuous upgrading of qualifications is undertaken due to rapid advancements in technology. These, 
together with other economic factors are what the first world countries consider essential. The same 
can be said about the developing countries where there is need to become more competitive in order to 











thi;; le,d of ~ompetitiveness in the qua lily of its prududs. TIm brings with it the need lor highly 
skilled engineers in the economy 10 steer the produd10n industry. 
Kesearehers in the field of ec"nomi~s huve given some insight into what is l-.ec~~~ary to compete 
favourably. In her report. Su~ Blume [5] cited some leading engineers like Dr Anr .Tummine who Ivas 
the Direclor of Lconometrix COllslLltall~y, ,aylllg thut the South African economy muy not have 
enough Engineers to take full ad vantage 01' the economic growth of the country. 
An example of prOJ ed, that need qualified engineers is the Lesotho highland~ waler project. Out of the 
five planned dam~, one hus already been built and is called the 'K31;;e Dam' (,hown in Figure:2 
helow). Four more hydro-projects are planned and Ivork has already begun [25]. 
Figure 2' Katse Dam, l ~ 01' 5 Dam, in the Lesotho llighlands Project 
Another project "hieh demand;; trained engmeers is the 'Gautrain' l3ullet tr31n pro.ie~L Thi;; i;; the 
consuuction of a high speed rail link bet ween .r ohannesburg, Pretoria and the Johannesburg 












Fl~UTC' 3: AIlIS1~ IInpr<cS~lon oft!,:c '(jau1r~in' (26) 
To build Ihe 'I\clwn \ -bndd .. Undgc' showil III FIgure 4 beluw. C'ngln~rs wct\: rcqu ... ·C"d 10 ,~urk un 
,IIC pro),x" n..,....., I'roj<:els <en.c as c~ampl-.:s ofllie neeJ f.or qllOll itied cnglnce~ In Ihe economy If the 
pwjcct_ arc len l(l unquali fi td l'erwnn~1. Ihcre wi ll be a nunlocr (If h, tS IpSI due 10 poor 
" orkmansillp. 
Figut\: 4: The \leboTI MaTldeiailnd~~ 
A £ood cltample m lghl he Ihe ~(lmm~ sC\t'c(r World Cup in2()W. T 0l'i\:r~n: for II. SQlnh Africn wi ll 
need to build "'orld-cla" stadi"ms 10 host the games, the collstruction o f " hleh n:qolr~ skil kd 
cngIllCCT$. TIle faCll"l'll\iIin'. 111;01 tho: gume~ '" iII l;le held on SOI:lh .... fnc~ " nd [he bUI ldings will ha,<c 10 
be bUI ll. Irthe slams quo rcmaulS '" Il h fc', c!l~mccr.. ~, .. ilabk. other COU ll1 r,CS 11'111 ~nd theIr 
engineers 10 do the w.'rk Ihat ~o"ld tl.wc Ix...:u done h} South Afncan cng ln~-.:rs 
IJlainc went on to quole Andy K0I1<an~. who at lhe time wa. pl\lfcS'llr "f n1clallurgi~al engineering at 
the Unwersity ofthc Wirw,l[ersraml, n, suy lllg rh~t South A frica Il ~cdcd \() produc~ b~tw~~n 300 and 











M~aning thut bctw~~n 13,420 and IS,liSO ~ngincer:s should graduate from all South Afn~an 
Uniwr>llies e~ch year [5] - At lhe limc ol'pubh~alion orherleport only 3,037 candid~le engmeers had 
bc~n rcgl>1ercd wllh the Engineerlllg Counci l "f SOCllh A Ii ic~ (EC SA), Evcn lhvugh regiSlration IS 
voluntary, thIs cle~liy shows thm the countly IS lagglllg behllld, It IS generally agrced thereforc th~t 
mOle engineeTS are needed lix thi, countr), Iv continue developIng 
In a report by Miehad 1), Hosking 13. lng cntitled 'There is no short~gc ofEnginecrs' [27], be statc> 
that the statistics about thc number of engincers in South Afric~ are" orsc than reponed by F unisv [6]. 
Hc listed the figures as of July 2005 which ar~ reproduced in 
'1 able 1 below, 
Table 1: )lumber or Professional Engine~rs III South Africa 
In hi> e~p1anat10n he stutes lhal allhvugh Fanlsv says lhut there Were 26,300 regis(e,-.,d prol"ess10nal 
~ngincers, th~ Ihd was thatthcre were only 14,754 who \\'er~ rcgiswrcd , This paints an ev~n grimm~r 










Othcr obscryations that he madc from 
Tah le 1 wa-e that compareJ to most C(juntrie~ m the wnrlJ where a professional ~ngin"'er'~ supporteJ 
by aoout 4- I 6 tcchmc,ansitechnologlsts, in South A Ii-ica four profe8sional engineers shar~ one 
techn ician. He illustrated thi8 as shown h",low. 
From 1l.K.to Japan South Arrica 
One Pr.Eng Four Pr Enl;'s 
14754 Pr.Eng's 
Figure 5 Supp<lrt to Professional Engineers 
In quotmg the lCSA d:,ief executive olficer, Paul Roux, Blaine wameJ that there was also a shortagc 
of Black engineers e~pccial l y experien~eJ ones anJ a lack offema!c engineers as a who!c. 
FmploynJent eqUlty IS important m a ,ector whICh was historically white and male dominated, but 
pushing cxpenenccd cngmeers out of Johs for employment equi l1 es sake lS leaving a wiJe and 
dangerous gap in the e"ngineering f;eld thm the mentorsh lp proce8s i~ oyerwhelmeJ, A graJuate 
engineer needs three }ears to complete candidacy and be eligible for regi8tr.ltion a8" prol"s,ional 
engineer. "Ibis means that If fresh graduates were Just placed mto the economy withnut proper traini ng 
they may end up takmg up JOh8 they were not ready lilr or qualilied to do, Hence more engineer;; are 
n",eJeJ fllr traimng anJ eVen mOre lilr mentnrmg Iresh gradna~es as th'" economy grows. 
Many projects, if undertaken, would require a large workforce to see them to complet'on. A shortage 
of skli led labour may constrain progr"'s8 llfthese projcd~. There is neeJ th"'refnre to encourage more 
[>t'ople to take IIp cngincering car",crs. If cngineering was portraYGd as the i ntercstlllg career it IS, more 
people woulJ take up technological stuJi~s and engmeenng to meet the needs of industry and other 
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With this shortfall in the numbers of technical personnel, comes the need to educate more Engineers. 
This is not as simple as it sounds due to the challenges faced as will be shown in the following section. 
2.5 Education Challenges 
2.5.1 Lack of Preparation and Poor Attitude 
The educational process in secondary schools is facing a number of challenges. There is a noted 
decline of academic standards as Meriam showed in his article "The Decline of Academic Standards" 
[9]. Meriam argues that students today are simply unable to handle problems, which were routinely 
solved by students a decade or more ago and that they lack the adequate grasp of the basic principles 
or interpretations of mathematics. This is caused mainly by lack of experi~nce and interest in physical 
and geometrical applications of mathematics. 
A few first year students dealt with in 2004 had difficulties handling questions that required the 
drawing of free body diagrams (FBD) to obtain their mathematical relationships during their 
assignments in MECI04W in the Engineering and Built Environment Faculty of the University of 
Cape Town. This could have resulted from Physics and Mathematics instructors who put more 
emphasis on theory and logic in secondary schools, than allowing students to practice it by applying it. 
Students therefore enter university ill equipped to handle the pressures of university analysis. 
The attitude that most university entrants have also creates a problem in the educational process. Most 
view tertiary life as a place for fun and games instead of viewing their educational opportunities as a 
serious commitment. Students are being more and more conditioned to receive information than to 
generate ideas. Most are just content to do enough just to get by and are not motivated to do well [9]. 
Therefore, lack of proper preparation and a poor attitude towards education are contributing to the 
downward trends in academic standards. 
Due to the need to increase the number of engineers in industry, an increased number of students have 
to be taken in at first year. Women are also increasingly being encouraged to take up programmes in 
the engineering field. As a drive towards equality, students from different ethnic backgrounds are now 
being accorded opportunities to study in this field. Some of these are coming from previously 
disadvantaged educational systems. They are now taking up courses in the field, which was previously 
dominated by white male students. This is good for the country, but the challenge that it brings is the 
difficulty for instructors to fully address the problems or challenges encountered by all the students. 
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grounding in the sciences that lead into the engineering discipline. John Greene cites six things that 
tertiary educators are struggling with in giving instruction or lectures to students [10]. These are 
discussed in the following section. 
2.5.2 Lecturing Problems 
The report on the six fallacies in engineering education which Greene states as being applicable in 
every field of study makes mention of the following challenges encountered in the education process 
in most tertiary institutions. 
The first fallacy is that students learn more if they are taught more. This is not true at all as teaching 
students more deprives both the better students, of the satisfaction of having deeper understanding and 
the weaker ones of the satisfaction of finding new information on their own hence receiving the much 
needed intellectual self-confidence. 
The second fallacy is that by packaging lectures more elegantly and concisely in more abstract 
illustration more information can be fit into lectures. As a lecturer becomes more and more 
accustomed to the material of a specific course, there is a great temptation to teach course material 
more economically by say, combining two theories which are related, as one block theory. The 
lecturer gets more insight but the mystery is compounded in the student and he or she ends up studying 
it for the examination as an abstract theory. 
The third fallacy is that generally students get a sound grounding in the fundamentals. Not all 
fundamental principles are well grounded in students. If any average engineering student in the third 
or fourth year were to be asked what the relationship between the Fourier and the Laplace transforms 
was or why metals reflect light, the answers received would rarely be correct. Therefore it is very 
important to emphasise the internalisation of these theories so as to be able to apply them to any given 
relevant situation. 
The fourth fallacy is that students are being prepared for lifelong learning in a continuously changing 
field. Greene states that enough has been said about the need for continuous self-education but the 
trends are not changing. The ability to learn independently is a vital and teachable skill. If students are 
to become independent learners, such behaviour must be demanded of them, facilitated and rewarded 
as it is not enough to ask of them to continuously learn, just say it and hope they will absorb it as if by 
some miracle. 
The fifth fallacy is that engineering students can be treated as a homogeneous group. The dynamic 
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of either the brightest and or the weakest in the class. This problem is more pronounced here in South 
Africa by the presence of students from widely differing educational backgrounds. This emanates from 
the widely differing early background and schooling and exposure to a 'technological culture'. This is 
one of the most challenging factors in the fundamental years at university. Much as the aim may be to 
readily ground students in the basic principles in their respective fields of study, the varying degrees of 
absorption of course material can be mind boggling. Hence, a way must be found to reduce the divide 
to focus on helping both groups of students. 
The final fallacy that Greene states is that, familiarity with the world of engineering can be assumed in 
the students. He states that there is little sense of vocational commitment or special interest in studying 
engineering in students. The general approach by most students to this field is that it is the next best 
choice after failing to get into medicine, or that it is the obvious thing to do if you are good in 
mathematics. Making the assumption that student's will come to this field of study with a passion to 
be engineers would be to deceive one self. 
Greene went on to list the general strategies to remedy the difficulties mentioned above. He states that 
instructors should-
• try and teach theory in the context of application to reality, therefore improving student 
involvement 
• address the issue of an early positive orientation towards engineering 
• proceed from the concrete to the abstract 
• seriously address the question of independent learning and 
• try and evolve more satisfactory forms of laboratory work. 
These challenges face the educators in the faculty of engineering. The learning process itself has been 
subject of many researchers. One much respected research group is the Engineering Professors' 
Council (EPC) which exists to promote excellence in engineering in higher education. It provides a 
unique forum for senior academics responsible for engineering teaching and research in higher 
education. In their publication of December 1992 entitled' Assessment Methods in Engineering 
Degree Courses' [13], they advise that, since the learning process of any student is categorised into 
four classes namely knowledge, measurable skills, complex skills and understanding, to achieve 
productivity, educators ought to adopt assessment methods which are suited to each class of learning. 
According to their recommendations, knowledge and measurable skills can be assessed in a single 
paper and they can both be computer marked, since correct performance can easily be specified. These 
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the other hand, complex skills and understanding cannot be assessed as easily, since the outcomes 
cannot be specified. For example, a design problem can have multiple solutions. Hence assessment of 
these two classes of learning has to be left to highly specialised personnel. 
2.6 Currently Available Marking Machines 
The simplicity of marking multiple-choice questions makes their use even easier to manage in that 
computer based marking machines can easily do the marking. These machines are cun-entIy available 
and several companies manufacture and supply them to institutions that readily use them. An example 
of such a company is the DRS Data & Research Services PLC based in England [15]. Most of their 
machines perform multiple tasks and are not just biased to marking examination scripts. They supply 
machines to institutions that deal with statistical analysis like census, general survey departments, 
examination authorities, electoral bodies, passport offices and general organisations that process large 
volume, time critical and complex projects. 
The operation of the cun-ent marking machines can be summarised into the following steps: 
• the paper which is being processed is fed into the machine 
• an image of the paper is taken by means of a scanner 
• multiple areas of interest are clipped from the scanned form and saved to memory, each clip 
having its own selectable fOlmat. The captured clips are stored in the desired orientation, 
regardless of the orientation of the forms when scanned 
• these machines run advanced computer programmes capable of performing independent image 
processing applications on different sections of the same paper and 
• to minimise computing time required per sheet of paper, these machines utilise a technique 
called dropout imaging where the image processing programme concentrates only on those 
sections of interest and mask out the rest, thus lowering storage and post processing costs and 
delays. 
• The following are examples of cun-ently available machines produced by DRS Data & 
Research PLC. 
2.6.1 The DRS CD230 
The first machine presented below in Figure 6 is the CD230 which utilises manual feeding of paper 











500 forms in an hour dUG to dlG feedin g me~h~nism used ~nd is therefore ranked One or low sfl<'ed 
mu~hines. 
FigurG 6: The DRS C0230 Opti~al \lark Re~der 
The CD230 murl;:ing muehme can read pGneil or pGn murks on the answer SheGl and (an be used with ~ 
computer that Sllpports ~ seriul mterfuce for comm\lnic~tiou, The datu it capmres can be lmn,ported [0 
any ,preadsheet or da(aha!;e for d~t~ ana lysis. As u hand fcd muchine this cun be used 11l11lstlmliollS 
that do not have hea,y datu cupturing requirements . IfthG quantity of duta to be capluwl is very high. 
o(hGr muchllles capable of handling higher volumes of duta can be used. SmnG of the high volume 
m~chine!; are presented bell""., 
2.6.2 rhe DRS CD360 
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The CD 360 optical mark reader can be u<;cd to pro~e,s a hlgher number of papers thm the CD 230 
Tbis machine is capablc ofproce~sing 2,40{1 single sided IllnllS per hour, 
2.6.3 The DRS CD.mO 
Figure g The DRS CD400 Optical \lark Header 
The CV400 can process a higher volume of data comparcd to the machines de<;nil",d ab(Jve. This 
machine ha~ the capabi lity to prCKCeSS 7.500 forms per hOllf. It can L'C used in appllcations wllb 11Igh 
volumes of data collcction. This machine i~ cla<;sified as bemg in thc middk range machine 
application duc to thc fact that DRS produce machines which havc an even higher pro~c>s ing speed. 
2.6.4 The DRS CIlS60 
Among the high end m,,~hme~ i<; the CDS60 automatic optical mark reader (shown in i'igure 9), 
capabk 0 r proLe,~ing about 8.600 ,heels of paper per hour. This is mo,tly used in government 
instItutions fOl' dara C(',1 Iedion like Ccn~"t1 and e ledi on~ ditta. Thi~ macbine 1, also utilised in 
cxamination marking inslitlltions 10 spe~d up th~ marking of high volume data. j t also boasts the 
ahility to mark Ilr read paper~ printed on bo~h ~ ide<; while mamtaming th~ ~Jme throughput as when 
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Flgmc 9: Thc DRS CDK60 AIilOmatlC Optical Mark R~auer 
The final machinc present~d hdow is the latcst pmuuclij-om the >am~ cumpany_ The DRS PS900 
Photo scrihe Optical Mark R~au~L 
Figmc 10: The DRS PS'XlO Photo Scribe Optical Mark Realb 
rhe DRS PS<)(}O is sa id to he a nct\\''Ork r~auy optical mark reaJ~ r ,apable ofreaJing 111 lpeg images 
and t~xt. It is uscd for large scalc data collection applicaljo,,~_ It <:an maintain a through j1ulofup 10 
8,000 sheets r<:r hour 
The co~t orpurcha~ing Ihe~e madllne~ <:an ~omelimes get quite high and to put a value to this, a 
machine of this sort soldy dedicated to marking multirl~-choic~ '1ue~liun~ <:uuld (Cosl awund the 
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2.7 Assessment 
2.7.1 Multiple Choice Questions 
The University of Cape Town (UCT) handbook on designing and managing 'multiple choice questions 
(MCQ)' [14] defines a multiple choice question as a question in which students are asked to select one 
alternative from a list of alternatives called "distracters" in response to a "question stem". This 
handbook was written and aimed primarily at UCT staff to familiarise them with the benefits and 
limitations of using MCQ. It was also to provide lecturers and departments with basic advice and 
guidelines about designing, administering and marking MCQ. The handbook gives the basic structure 
ofa multiple choice question with the usual format of the 'question stem' and its 'alternatives' as 
follows: 
"What type of a simple machine is the handle of a wheel barrow?" 
Alternatives: A. Pulley B. Lever C. Inclined Plane D. Gear E. Wheel and Axle 
The student answers the question by marking a letter A-E, and enters this mark either on a form 
provided for the purpose or at a computer keyboard. In this example, the correct alternative (the 
"answer") is B. 
Experience has shown that the use of MCQ has not resulted in the lowering of standards of 
certification, and there is a good correlation between results obtained from such tests and more 
traditional forms of assessment, such as essays, hence the justification of its use for assessment in 
some tests [14]. The handbook lists a number of advantages and disadvantages associated with the use 
ofMCQ. 
2.7.2 Advantages of MCQ 
Multiple choice questions have rendered themselves useful in assessment since they can easily be 
marked by a computer. This ability makes it easy to assess a larger number of answer sheets compared 
to that by a human being in the same amount of time. Statistical information can also be gathered more 
quickly when these results are automatically stored in a database lessening the time required to enter 
marks manually into the computer. This can then be taken advantage of in situations where there are a 
high number of students in a class and making marking of test scripts and recording of marks a less 
daunting task. When administered frequently, the statistical information can give a gradual indication 
of the level of grasping lecture material by students. 
Another advantage of the use of MCQ is that it can easily be designed with a diagnostic end in mind. 
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be set so as to determine which parts of the material was not understood, and therefore prepare better 
revision material for the class. In instances when a lecturer would like to find out how much of the 
course material students have grasped prior to a class, a MCQ test can be used as a tool to investigate 
this. 
Some of the students at university use English as a second language. When a test is set up and has 
questions which are descriptive in nature and the answer is required to be descriptive as well, the 
chances of getting the wrong answer are high if the student uses English as a foreign language. They 
might not fully understand what the question requires of them, but are still required to provide 
appropriate answers in a language they cannot even write properly. This makes it difficult to tackle 
such kind of questions and that is why MCQ can be used with some options already laid down so the 
student need not struggle to explain their answer thus reducing the mistakes associated with the use of 
a foreign language. 
The use of MCQ also eliminates the human error in marking particularly when several people are 
involved in marking large numbers of scripts. Marking of essay questions is notoriously time 
consuming due to the time involved in reading before marking, such that after marking for a long time 
when one is tired, the possibility of giving wrong marks is very likely. MCQ help to reduce this 
likelihood. 
The final advantage of the use of MCQ as recorded in the handbook is the ability for them to have a 
wider coverage of course material in a test and thereby broadening the scope of the test. Questions in 
the test can be structured with varying grades of difficulty thereby give a clearer picture of how 
students understood the full course. 
2.7.3 Disadvantages ofMCQ 
The use of MCQ has disadvantages associated with it. Among those stated in the handbook on 
multiple choice questions was the difficulty in constructing good test questions. This requires special 
attention and for that reason can be time consuming. This is so because a good question stem in a test 
must be accompanied by good distracters. The distracters should not be very distant from the correct 
answer so as to be too easy to eliminate and not too close to the right answer to confuse the students. 
In situations where students are not normally assessed with MCQ, it may be necessary to win the 
acceptance of the students to this type of testing. Proper communication to the students should be 
given and the students may have to be asked if they are comfortable with this type of assessment. This 
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since in most MCQ tests, an incorrect answer may lead to a negative mark. This usually leads to 
students disliking the use of such type of tests. 
The final recorded disadvantage has to do with the input from students in a MCQ test. Student 
creativity could be quite difficult to test with MCQ tests as they do not have much input than just to 
label the correct answer compared to a detailed methodology of finding the correct answer. It becomes 
important sometimes not only to look at the answer given but also the method of getting to this 
answer. Students can then be offered a platform to defend their solution by a methodological approach 
which may be correct but whom, due to the slip in writing, may have written the incorrect values 
during the calculation. 
2.7.4 Alternative Uses of MCQ 
The handbook finally lists other uses ofMCQ tests. Among these is that a tutorial could be designed 
around a few questions to stimulate discussion in a study group so that those students, normally 
reserved, may speak in defence of their choice of answer thus satisfy the need to communicate and to 
escape from isolation. 
When the number of students in a class increases, there is likelihood that some will be quiet in a class 
and unable to communicate with other classmates. To enable good communication among students, 
tests such as these can be used as ice breakers and for interactive learning. They can also be used to 
foster discussion in a big class if it was subdivided and all the members allowed voicing their opinion 
so that students go back after class with some of their questions and problems answered or tackled. In 
this way most of the class is covered and individual problems addressed. 
Other advantages, disadvantages and alternative uses could be added to what has been stated here. The 
discussion is not exhaustive on MCQ but simply highlights some of the points presented in the stated 
handbook on the administration and use ofMCQ [14]. 
Of the above mentioned advantages of the use of multiple choice questions, the first one (of marking 
using a computer) is the most used. The ability to be marked by computer has led to a number of 
organisations making machines that can mark multiple choice tests. In answering the questions in a 
test or exam, students fill in an answer sheet or form having sets of oval shaped spaces, usually five 
per question. After the examination or test these answer sheets are collected and marking can be 
carried out by using these machines. The usual working principle of the marking machine is to obtain 
an image of the answer form by means of a scanner. The image is then processed by means of 
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As has been shown in the section above, multiple choice questions have found tremendous 
applications in the field of rapid assessment because of the ease of use with computer based marking 
machines. The next section though shows that not all types of educational instruction can be marked 
by computer due to the various aspects of student learning which are explained as an educational 
framework. 
2.8 Educational Framework 
To achieve rapid feedback, educational institutions use examination or test questions which are easy 
and quick to mark, multiple choice tests being a typical example. Examination questions are set to test 
different aspects of students learning. This comprises three aspects namely information, knowledge 
and understanding [12]. Therefore, during studies at university, one is expected to make progress in 
all three aspects of learning. The terms information, knowledge and understanding though used 
interchangeably do not necessarily mean the same thing. For instance, during a lecture, the lecturer 
delivers' information' in the form of a number of true statements. When this' information' reaches the 
student by whichever means, be it sound or sight, it remains for the student to sit down, read through 
these sets of true statements and make sense out of them. When this is done the student gains 
'knowledge' because the information obtained has now been converted into a usable format. Therefore 
information is converted to knowledge by students through studying it and making it their own. Both 
information and knowledge consist of true statements, but knowledge is information that has a purpose 
or use [12]. When knowledge is gained, it does not just end there, the student has to apply it to real 
problems and situations. When a student is able to apply knowledge then it means that, the student has 
gained 'understanding'. There is therefore a need to find ways in which these three aspects of learning 
can be assessed. 
In a document by the Engineering Professors Council's (EPC) 'Working Group on assessment 
methods' entitled' Assessment methods in engineering degree courses' [13], the learning process is 
categorised into three main aspects-Knowledge, Skills and Understanding. The document describes 
these aspects as follows: 
• Knowledge-Knowledge is defined as information which has been memorised and can be 
recalled in answer to a question. Knowledge is not knowledge until it is well remembered; 
• Skills-Skills are things one can do without thinking too much about how to do them, which can 
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and complex skills. Measurable skills can be assessed by means of tests, while complex skills 
need specialised expertise for assessment; 
• Understanding-This is viewed as the capacity to use explanatory concepts creatively and is 
reported to be the basis of 'thinking' especially logical thinking. The assessment method 
recommended for this one is by means of oral examination. 
As a recommendation from the EPC working party, it was shown that, of the above mentioned 
classifications, marking machines can be used in the assessment of knowledge and measurable skills 
for which expected outcomes can easily be quantified into correct and incorrect answers. Complex 
skills and understanding on the other hand can only be assessed by specialised personnel, who are 
highly qualified in the specific fields, be it through a design or an oral assessment. 
A summary of their report is presented diagrammatically in Figure 11. The figure shows the three 
aspects of learning. These are defined differently and do not mean the same thing. Skills are further 
divided into measurable and complex skills. Complex skills on the other hand need specialised 
expertise to properly assess someone, for example, a student's ability to effectively communicate. 
Communication is relative as what might seem to be good communication to one might not be as good 
to the other. Therefore, for complex skills, correct performance cannot be clearly specified leading to 
the need for highly qualified personnel to perform the assessment. 
It is noteworthy that in their report, the working party advised that knowledge and measurable skills 
can be assessed together in a single examination paper but not together with complex skills and 
understanding. Separate examination papers must be prepared to test complex skills and 
understanding. 
It is clear therefore that in the early courses of engineering, where students are grasping the 
fundamentals to engineering concepts, appropriate modes of assessment must be used. Most of the test 
questions would need to target the student's ability to recall what they have learnt and to test their 
ability to solve problems by perfonning calculations and giving appropriate answers. Measurable skills 
and knowledge would constitute much of the assessment in the first year. As shown in the assessment 
section of Figure 11, these can be assessed by use of multiple choice questions. This helps to detect the 
areas students are struggling with as they are guided in seeking some grounding in the fundamental 
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The literature review has illustrated the vast challenges that exist for educational institutions dealing 
with increasing numbers of entrants. These challenges require further research into ways to cost 
effectively educate students. South Africa being one of the leading nations in Africa, would serve as 
the best example for practices to use in dealing with educational challenges faced due to the ever 
increasing numbers of university entrants, pertaining to assessment. 
It has been shown that rapid assessment can be carried out by use of automated marking machines. To 
improve the assessment, it was viewed that automated marking machines could be designed, which 
could mark scripts other than multiple choice question answer scripts. This could reduce the amount of 
guessing and therefore improve the feedback obtained in assessment. 
Marking machines do exist and more are being designed and made. From the survey conducted, no 
machine capable of marking numerical answers had been made. If machines with the capability to 
mark numerical answers are made available and more affordable, tertiary institutions and secondary 
schools can afford them, leading to great advancement in improving assessment. The use of locally 
available components like web cameras and data acquisition boxes simplifies the design of marking 
machines. 
In the next chapter, several proposals are made in structuring questions so as to increase the variety of 
questions that can be assessed by computer based marking machines. These pertain to enhancements 
that could be made to the formatting of multiple choice questions and other question formats not 












3.1. Proposed Assessment Methods 
3.1.1 Question Structuring 
3. METHOD 
The uniqueness of the system being developed does not lie in the technology of the marking machine 
but in the unique way questions are formulated to allow for automated marking. As it was explained in 
the introduction, research has been done in the area of assessment [13], and is currently ongoing with 
reference to what can and cannot be tested by machine marking systems. The underlying objective 
though, is to reduce marking loads in the assessment of measurable skills and knowledge for which 
expected outcomes can be quantified into correct and incorrect answers. 
3.1.2 Multiple Choice Questions 
The system being produced goes beyond multiple choice type questions that have been used so far. 
These questions still have their place but suffer a number of disadvantages. The most important 
disadvantage is the lack of specific feedback to students. Answers are marked on a special answer 
sheet which is processed and a mark declared. The feedback provided by this one mark does not 
inform the student or the teacher where actual mistakes were made or where the specific problems are. 
Therefore to overcome this setback, an alternative format of multiple choice tests can be used where, 
the question stem and answer options are placed on the same page, a student simply highlights the 
correct answer. When the test paper or answer script is handed in, the paper is automatically marked 
and graded and this can be used later on during revision as the student will know on which section of 
the test they lost marks. 
If a test was given to students and had the following question: 
"What type of a simple machine is the handle of a wheel barrow?" 
1. Pulley 
2. Gear 
3. Wheel and Axle 
4. Lever 
5. Inclined Plane 
The students would then be required to fill in the correct answer on the answer script. This would then 
be handed in at the end of the test, possibly never to be seen again. 
The alternative would be to have the questions and answers on the same paper but with the difference 
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rorexample, ",;;Iead ormdicalmg thal parI' i\, B, (' and D arc val\'c~, a Hudclll nm he ,,,k~d what 
part~ the~e arc to ~ee i r Ihcy po<;ses, knowledge or the material prc,enl~d in cla~s aixlul th l' pump, 
Therel<)re this quc,tion could be [bed to tesl the SluUent', knowledge and cnginceringjudgment atxlIIt 
the fi gure presented by rephrasing thi, question to a format a, follow,: 
The se<,liunlllfronlllmi siJe riew.\' of 11 pump ure shown he/ow (as in Ih ejigure Ilbov,)_ Eighl of th" 
pans have hee" labelleJ A through to H 
1, fOwt arc parts A, B. C alld D called? 
2, IVha! "re paris E ""d F <,,,/led! 
3 Alllongp"rls A, fl, (' "nd D 





4, Whllll'ruvides Ihefi,rce lu drin' paris Ie: lind F? 
(a) F 01' the slicrion stroke oflhe pllmp 
(b) For Ihe ddivery slroke 








Table 2- Ahcnl3tive A n,wcr Grid !'onnat of Fir:st Example 
The main diffcrcnce betwecn thc formats of questions in Figurc 12 to those in Table 2 is the way the 
answers are entered in re<;ponse 10 the question. '10 answer questions as pl'csented Table 2, tbe srndcnt 
would b~ provided with option<;, similar to thc way they are supplied in multiple l'hoice tem e.~ccpt 
that in<;tead of supplying the shldent with only fivc options, a table of options i~ provided Irom Whll'h 
10 drnw thc an~\\'crs (~hown in Tahle 3)_ By '" domg the chanl'c~ oraccurak gu~"ing ar~ minimi~~d 
and the marks obtained by a <;rndent in a test like this would give a much clearer indication ofIhe level 
of llnder;;tanding or tilt' C()U1-S~ mat~naL 
In answering qucstion I the s!lldent would have to look al Tahk 3 hclow to li nd th~ t~nll th~y think lS 
th~ ~orre~t aJl,wer. In this case, pans A, 13, C and 0 in Figurc 12 happen to be valves. Th~ <;tudent 











thai ' valve ' IS located as IlUIIlb,;" • 5 I ' . It IS Ilus Il Ulllbn Ilwl tho: sltu]"nl enlers on the answer shed as 
the ,e)flImsc 10 quesnoll I. 
, Atom,,,,,, " U"""'C \10'01 1~ h "'eu~ b l<rg) ") MUS "~ , 
Bt~"n~ 15. 1;i000nc" t ["t '~Y 1k L.fli iallull.ul< " 5<;,",," 
) Uoll " F"""'i 19. 1. e,'c, 4:l. 5«on<l C1.~, l.c,·cc , 
I!.'""~ n Fi,,1 Cln,., 1.",-., 3O. Ti ght Fne'gy " Sh~fl I ("'Ill ~h.f\) , Ih " Follo",,, (,,,n, " \!a~n'"c F,chl " s.ol~r [ncr~: , (""rb"M~" ,. F<"c~ " ~hlll~ " ~I'nn~ , C~n"~ of( ;r.t'""Y '" F"k,un, " M"",om of Fon:c " '13'''''''8 • Clod"I5C ~ J GOd' " r.;" " Im..,,,,,,m ". Them,.1 h"II')' , COH'II>05nC n G ... "n~ 1)(1"'0 J$. ", '. Thud ('J."" L ....... ., " Compound Gow- n ( .. ~., ,,~t·p ,. P .. IL"JlI ... I Lne,&., .,. Th,c"''',! 
" C """I .... CIo<; k ... ". 14. ( ;"rub,,~ n I'uTl~' '" Tum"'f;: 
" Onthng C~. [dl., (i,·.r '" R,lm " \'.1>-, u. 1), ,\0, C."' " ISO " RighlllanJ Kul c .12 IV.,I .. , 
Tabk 3: Table ofT"1l11\ Taughl in MEC I 004W 
, 
The an~wer enkr~d by a ,ludGnt , ~therefore a l1 umh~r mstcad of the acrual pa11') na".~ To make the 
,"put frot., srud"nl> tu Ita ... • a ~;ml ll\r 1.1YOUl and nul sutTGr from dilTen:nc,,~ 111 h:uI,h,'ruing. lhey would 
be requl l"d lu CllIL'r alls".-ers 111 Ih" St' tn -l>'q~IlIL'1I1 nOtat lOl! supph<:ill shuwn In Table 2). T he ans..-tr 











I~ II'llJA<';~[~~llr' I 1 ~1'C; \l TOI l \rrlJ 1\1 \~kl\f; 
1 What are par!.,- A. E, C and D ca/led? 
2. Whw are parts E and F called? 
3. AlllongparlsA, R. CandLJ 
Which are the inlet ones.? 
A -
4. Whal provides the force 10 drive paris E and F? 
(a) For Ihe suction stroke (~rthe p,m,}, 
(h) F()r the deli,-er), ,-troke 
5. Pari G is a? 











Table 4: Te,t Paper with Answers Entered in Red 
D -
TIllS kind of resp(lIlse makes automated marking I(,r nllmen~al all"wer;; pos;; ib Ie . To enable th~ ll;;ag~ 
of a camera in marking, it is necessary to have a fonllat that I;; llnamblgllo lls therefore the se\'en-
segment number notation was used. 
Thc answ~rs to th~ oth~r qu~stions can be ~ntered in the rest of the s~v~n-segmem notation as shown 
in Table 4, Thc options for thcse qucstion" instead of coming in the nonual fomlat of four or five 
options MCQ which arc leading, can be glvcn In a table of tenu, as shown in Table 3. This table of 
tcrms could be us~d for al l the que,tions in the te,t or examination, In answertng the above questions, 
the shld~nt looks at thc table to select the numbcr they feel is approprtate and indicate it by filling in 
the tvoiO seven-segment number notations, 
To answerqucstion 4 (a) on th~ force for th~ suction stroke, it is clear that the spring is thc dcvic~ that 
will provldc the force to push the "rams (which is th~ answ~r to qucstion 2)" down. Therefore the 
student would look in thc tabk for "spring" and from the tabk, sprtng is number45. This number 
WOl11<1 then be wtillen down in the ,even-i<egn""nt number notatIOn as de,~tibed lor question I. 
The an,weT:'< to the other questions ~al1 be obtained the same way, Part G so happens to be a bearing 
(number 2 in the table) and pan J! is a gear (number 21), 


















Figur~ 13: Second F.~amp le QU~>tiOll from MECI04W 
Again, in th is situation, the studem wntes down the answers in the spaeGs provided, To be able to 
mark thl, by machine, the same format for phrasing the question as in the prc\'ious case can he u>ed. 
HerG the answer options arc taken from Table 3 as thG question is in the samG test paper as the 
previoU'; exampk. This question can be restated as; 
A'ame ill order the rhl"t>e maill energy rr(ln~fornllliions Ihlll occur in rhe syslem shown be/ow. 
"yo . ORIC'"", 








FigurG 14: AllemativG Structuring of Example QUGshon 2 
Th~ Cl>!Tect '~<.juence of en~rgy trandonniltion for the hydn"'kctric power ~Mion r~pr~~en tiltion on 
the left hand side ar~ Gravitational potential energy (numb~r _'6 in T ah l e .1). to kinetic ~nergy (number 
27), to electric energy (nwnber 15) and fmally to light energy (number 30). These \'alues would be 











Using thi, method, gues<;ing in tests can be r~duced and when used as a diagnostic tool It can elosely 
mOllltor the progr~ss ,rudents ar~ making with thdr srudy material. 'Accurate ' guessmg is reduc~d by 
limiting tk probability of getting all accurate guess from 52 optlOilS compared to that which woold be 
lfonly 5 option, were u,~d_ Thi, is not intend~d to fail ,rudents, but to minimiz~ gu~ssing therefore 
ohtain a true pierur~ of ,tudenl knowledge and al,o as a mean<; to more accurately measure srudent 
progress_ 
The mellwd de,~rihed above show, how multiple choice t~chniqu~, can lx: extended to cover thi, 
[01lnat of ~etting l] ueslions, The henefl l to ,tudents is that they have their marked answ~r script, with 
them a~ they l e~\'e the examination rO(1n1. They Can revise mOre eff~ctively wh~n compared to having 
110 m~rked ~C[]pt WIth them durmg th~ revi~lon prol;e>s, 
3.1.3 Cslculations 
Another way that th~ S~v~lJ.S~gment numlx:r r~presel1latiol1 can he used is in questions that require 
students to p~rform some calculation Qnd gIve a numeri~al an:;"'er. in:;tead of havmg: thi, an~wer a, 
one of th~ answ~r options in a multiple choice lest. student~ would be requlfed to fill ill the an~wer 
grid as explaiocd prcvioosly, An ~xampk oftlns would be: 
A ce lltrirug~1 pump who:;e efli~ien~y l> lim" rai,es water to a height of 15 m~wrs, If water is being 
dehvered al a r,1le 01'-'60 kg/mm. ho\\ much rower must he ,uppli~d to lh~ pump? U,~ g - 10 m/,' 
(~cceleration due to gravity) and I 000 kg/m' a, density of water. 
rhe answer to this question I:; 1500 kilowatt" Thi, value \\ould then be entered a~ follow:; in the 
answer grid provided: 
BBBBB 
Alier further inve:;tigation. the idea or the ,even :;egment hit repre:;~n!ation waS adapted to ,everal 
other mode~ which were tenned 'modi lied ~even-,egmenl number repr~,entatinn' Thl~ number 
repr~~ enlation can be u,ed for hm~ry notation_ For example; 
Q. 1n Ihe II h/ocks gi.en hd()w " 'r;le, in hinwy n()talion, the hyle ()j'injiJtmali()n Ihal represent,I' the 
decimal Ilumber 170_ 












Several tests were carned out on the marking machinc whilc its opcration was being refincci, In the 
e,lTly stages of the rese,lTch the tasks that were gIven to the machinc to perform wcrc simply to mark 
by comparmg the image of" srndent's answer script to that of a lecmrer's marking key, In these tests. 
when ,111 Image of the srndents ans'''er script W,IS \:lken, ~reas of mterest from the two scripts would be 
compared by perfomling image absolute difference betv,een them _ For example, snpposing the correct 
all';WerS m "w,t as givell by a lecturer were enter~d on the m,lTking key as shown below in Figure 15, 
durillg markmg, compansons woulJ be C<llTied out for e,lCh answer given. 
Figurc 15' Marking K"y Imagc Capturcd by Camera 
In this case, a student's amwer to question two would be comp,lTed to that provided by the lecturer, 
herc being the value' 38', Aikr the image IS convertcd to a 'computer friendly' black and \\ihitc image, 
it would look as shO\\in in Figlll'c 16, hom this mlJgc, the area of interest would bc isolmcci for 
comparison purposes. If the smdent's am;wer to qucstion lilUT WeTe '41 " th" marking k"y ahm'" show, 










Flgure 1 G: Bluck And White lmuge of Marking Key 
Cropping (he two area, from lhe marking key amllhe ,wdcn(s un,wer ,cript would result in images as 
,hown in Figure 17, The,e region, are well aligned due to (he orienlull!)n provid~xl by the truy in the 
machine. Once (he two regions are cropped Irom lheir respecti'e images, (0 perfonn a compurison 
between them, imagc absolute difference was usccl lflhe absolule dillerence llnuge sti ll hJd white 
' Logical l' pixels in it, the answer wail cells idc:red wrollg. 
Figure 17' Cropped Region, orln(er~,l 
Performing Image ubsolme dIfference on (he two region, above would result in the image shown In 
Figure 18, The absolute (hfference image here clearly shows that the '4' digit h~s been removoo 
leuving only the differences in the '5' and '1' of the images ahove, 
Figure lH: Imagc Absolule Dlf'iCrencc 
This "as lhe ongmul procedure lIs~d to evalu~tc scrip(" Thi, procedure cOllld only give lhe lolul 
marks ohlainoo by a s(lldent bll( lacked the abi lity to ,denti fy ,tudcnt, by mean <; of their unique ,lud"nl 
nlllnbers. Without caphlring <;hldent's llilique identilie" (h" aulomated marklllg process would lose th~ 
velY purpose be ing ad vexa(ed lor here , mce no meaningful ass i,wncc would be given to smdenls thal 
need the help a, there would h" no me~n' ofidenl lfying them, Origin~lly, to caphll'C the snldenlS' 
idenlity numbers meant h~villg to write (hem down 10(0 lhe computer man lIu lly, ThIs was vic" cd ~s ~ 
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" What 1)1'<' oj'a simple machine is Ihe handle <,fa "'!Jeel harrow?' 
o Pulley 
o Gear 
o Wheel and Axle 
o Lever 
o lllcillled plalle 
The <,ludellt only ha~ 10 ,hade lhe oval ~hape (_ ) for the elnect answ~r. Wh~nmarkcd by 
computer, the student will stIll have the qu~shon paper and the answer sheet with him or her when 
revl<,ing alld will check 10 klll'w which question they had answ~red incorrectly. 
Owing to the difficulty of I1nding suitable detractors assoclated with :vIr:Q teSl> and the ability l,f 
Ylme students tl' accurately b'lless the correct options, a datahase of questions can he developed with 
assoc iated answers in a separaw table and provided to snldelllS during as<,es,mem. The major 
dIfference of this type ofMCQ test is the way allSwers are indicated. One way wa.s to use se\'en 
segment numher presentations For example, a (cst question paper in :viEr: I 004 W had the following 
question 
The sec/tonal Font and side views of" pump arc shown helmt'. rhej(>ur ",i/ves hm'e been lahelled A, 
B, C. and D. The IhO rams have heen laheUed E alld F. Which oflhe ",dws are inlet \'alve, whm 
provide,' Ihe/hrce 10 drive II", mmsjiJr Ihe .mction stmke Oflhis 1'111111' alld whar provides lheforcefor 
the delivery slmke, alld name Ihe parts lahelled G alld H,:' 
An<,wers- Inlet valves are: 
Fl'rce for suction stroke: 
Force I'or delivery stroke: 
Pan G lS a: 
Pan illS a: 
Figure 12: First Example Questil'n in )'fEC I 004 W 
In this question, a smdcnt is required 10 writL down the letler<, and namc~ of the required parts. One 










combining image processing and neural networks to intelligently identify each number in the image. In 
this way, for example, the numbers in Figure 16 would be identified by the computer as the actual 
numbers 51, 38 etc. 
The following section looks at image acquisition, image processing and the usage of neural network 
routines and how they can be used in marking the answer structures suggested in this chapter. It is not 
the intention of the following section to give a full exposition of the three topics mentioned above but 
to explain the aspects deemed necessary for the current application. 
3.2. Analytical Approach 
3.2.1 Image Acquisition 
In the process of automated marking, image acquisition is the first step and is done by an image 
acquisition device. Image acquisition devices vary in acquisition procedures depending on which 
technique is best suited for the situation. If what is of most importance is the picture quality and not 
image size, a scanner can be used. However, if image acquisition speed, processing and size of the 
image in memory is of importance, high speed cameras can be used instead. Owing to the need for 
high speed image acquisition and processing in the transcripts that would be used for tests, the image 
acquisition device of choice would be a camera. The operation of cameras is detailed below. 
3.2.1.1 Camera Operation 
According to the "Imaging Source" website [18], cameras used in the field of digital image processing 
consist of two primary parts- the image acquisition unit and the image output unit. It is stated that the 
acquisition unit is based on either pick-up tubes or CCD (Charge Coupled Device) chips, the latter 
being the most dominant today. An important aspect of the CCD chips is that they consist of separated 
light sensitive elements each of which represents one pixel. Thus they already deliver a 2-dimensional 
spatially discreet image. Moreover they are small in size and weight, have a high dynamic linearity, 
high resistance against mechanical, magnetic and optical impacts and due to mass production for the 
consumer market, they are relatively low in price [18]. An example of an image acquisition device is a 
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This method 01 operalion ~an be ~xplailled ,,·jth r~feren c~ to Figure 20. 
CCD ,..., ~) 
...... odd line" 
L · . .. L . ' .. 
C · ... 0 
L U · ... L e""" line~ . , . . 
, · ... 
L. output video ~I~n i" t '"91 ,",'u" 
control m=o~j r)eneml io n - video ~"nc' (R S·170.CCIR) .-
h·syr.o i i V-SfClC 
I t L~ 
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' 9" ne, ~ t (. 
" tt /' ~~ 
I'igg.er I-contro l 
Figure 20: CCD Camera Operation II S I 
• pi~ dOOr (rten_&<Ond ,.,.-d) , "1l9<O , 
(non_&<Ond_) 
The acquisition unit consists or a 2 -dimen~lOnal matnx of light ~ensjtj\"c clemcnts so·called . pixels ' 
which change the incoming photons to electrons and lhlI> a~':umulale a churg~ . The expesurc time 
(~ulkd integration time in thc comext of CCD cameras) is clC~lrOlll<:all y controlled. A fterthc 
integration, lh~ pIXel charge i~ trunsferr~d to a read out butTer. Based on the comcnt oflhis burkr, I));;, 
output unit generates the video signal according 10 one of the v id~o sfandurds. CCIR (Comitc 
C onsullati r I ntemutional de~ Radiocommuniclnions) or Eli\ (Elcclrom~s Induslrie~ ASSOClation). For 
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fi-ol1\ th~ ceo ~hlp to the output unit, sholl Id be made a \ ailahk filT tt..;, ,u~c~<XIing Image processing 
d~vle~s_ Th~ trigg~r mput allows any cxtel'llal event to re,et the eamCra and to rc>talt the integration 
[ I Kl 
CCO chip, do not ha\'~ any lIlherent ability to discriminate colour i.e_ the difr~r~rH wavckngths or 
dilTcrcnt ~n~rgy or photon>. Therefore, in colour cameras the light is ,plit into It, pnmary colours red, 
green ~nd blue (R(jU) by filters ami prisms_ Th~ distrihution or thc colour components to the CCO 
chip follows N-O schemes. The most obvious mdhod is to us~ on~ pn>l1\, whIch >phl> the hght 
entering the camera into three colours (red, grew and bluc) and ~ach or th~ lhr~c ray> of light is >hone 
onto a >ep_mlle CCO chip. Camera> u>ing this technique i.e . 3CCl) cameras guarantee th~ high~,t 
qualll), hut iln' highly priced, additiomlily special lenses have to be used. The more simple approach 
II'~S il strudur~ of >l1\illl Ii Iter.; cillkd mO>iliC filters \\. hich di stribute the colour components pixel-wi,e 
on only one clup. Thus we seem to have red, green and blue neighbour pixels similar to the cone, in 
Ollr eyes. Cameras that lise this technique ~re good v~lue for money ~nd do not require speciallCtlses. 
The dn"vbad IS tllilt their resolution is low [18]. 
3.2.1.2 Trigger I\ lechanis rn , 
lmagille objects on an ~ssembly line as depicted in l-igure 21 have to be inspected by ~ vision system. 
An image ofa ,ingl~ object must be acquir~d at exactly the time when it is in front of the camcra_ Th~ 
solution for thi, is ba,ed on a photoelectric barrier, which triggers the frame grabber and at the ,ame 
tim" trigg~rs the r",tart or r~set signal rrom the eal1\~ra r I ~ 1_ AdJitionally a stroh<;: may help to freeze 
the mo\ement. The ,uceessful r~ahzation of triggered image processing systems r~uires specia1iz~d 
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One ofth~ applications in which cam~ras arc us~d as d~pictcd in Figmc 21 i, in boUhng C(jmpalll~:;, A 
~omputer may be us~d to assess if Ih~ houlcs arc filled to the r~quircd kvd Thi, kind of up plication 
has to be automated such that the moment the bottle i, at the most suitabl~ position iu th~ fi~ld or Vl~W 
of the camera, a snap.lhot of it is tak~n and lawr aualy,~d by tiw control comput~r_lfa hOltk d(,><:s nut 
conform to the required filling. it is rejected and remov~d from the linc ofbonles that ar~ going for 
packaging. The imagcs obtained are proc~<;sed hy a compuwr so that dccisions arc made bascd ou the 
subject of the investigation. 
lu tiw ca,~ of the currcut proj~ct, th~ software platform chos~n wa, Matlab which i, a programming 
languag~ for kchnical analysis aud is a product of Thc Matil'lVorb Inc 1171_ Upon con,id~ration, it 
was \, icw~d by th~ autilOr of this r~port that this programming languag~ was relatively casy to lcarn, 
widd y used at the lJniv~rsjty of Cape Town and there wa, abundance of e:o;pertise iu tile languag~, 
~,pecially III tho: M~chauical Engineering Dcpartment. 
For th~ machinc to be ahle to mark ar,swcr ,cripts. an imag~ of the answcr script must be suppli~d to 
lh~ compukr for imagc proces<;ing as pres~nkd ahove, Tiw imagc acquisition d~vic~ used for this 
purpose wa, a Logitech QuickCam Pro 4000 web camera (,hown in Figurc 22) which has an adcquaw 
video r~,ollition of 640 bj' 4S0 pixds in video mod~, 
hgure 22: Logiwch QuickCam Pro 4000 Wcb Camera 
.'1.2.2 [mage ,\cquisition ill.\latl~b 
Bdore cmharking 011 imagc acquisition, the image acquisitiou obi~ct ha, to be cn:ated. Note that in 
M atlab, all the line, of ~ode that begin With the percenti Ie (0/0) Sl gn are considered comments. 
1 1,,, l "" "J ~ ,",q~ ~ " i L i u ll c", _~ ~,'_ , « , '_lCll 
,m_1g,o ", J i~ ~lioL 
c le a r ,u n,; ~ j~H~ 
cb~" ,u ThL 'l~s" s 
de ,th i' led!S 
C I" "~r<~ "'_1C" 
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", 'G" 1: 
vid = videoinput ',I,'F,CE):; ,~;,.::'1 '); 
I [,," 
preview (vid) 
In the code above, the line 'clear all' is used to clear the Matlab workspace of any variables present. 
This is followed by closing all ports that are currently open using the' close all' command and finally 
clearing the screen with' cle'. The importance of this section of code is the creation of the image 
acquisition object without which none of the processes can be carried out. The creation of the image 
acquisition object is performed by the line ovid = videoinput (,winvideo',l, 'RGB24_640x480r. 
'Videoinput' command constructs the video object 'vid', which establishes the connection that Matlab 
will have with the image acquisition hardware and 'winvideo' represents the adaptor used to 
communicate with the hardware. The number' l' represents the acquisition device. In cases where 
there are more than one image acquisition devices, each one will have a different number. The format 
of the images obtained will be of true colour (red, green and blue) and the images will have a 
resolution of 640 by 480 pixels. All this information formats the image acquisition devise to operate as 
required. If a lower resolution is required, the values in the resolution command can be changed to a 
lower one, say 480 by 320 pixels. For the marking machine, a good resolution is required therefore the 
highest resolution was used. 
Sometimes the camera may not be oriented in the right position and may also be out of focus. To 
correct this, a preview of the camera's view can be shown using the 'preview' command together with 
the image acquisition object created earlier ('vid' in this case). It was noticed during testing that, if the 
preview mode of the camera was stopped, the command is issued to take a snapshot of the paper, the 
pictures came out blurred. Therefore, it proved advantageous to have the camera running in preview 
mode for consistency until the final task was completed thereafter it could be stopped. 
3.2.3 Actual Image Acquisition 
, i ~: : 
picl = getsnapshot (vid); 
To obtain a picture, Matlab issues the command 'getsnapshot' to the image acquisition object and 
saves the image to the workspace as 'pie1'. A sample of the image obtained at this stage is shown 
below in Figure 23. This is a snapshot of a student's answer script from a test given in MEC 1 004 W, a 
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Figure 25: Sqllare pixels in an Imagc 
Each pixel is madc lip of Red, Green and L3ll1c sub pixels. These sub pixels are the smalle'>t 
addre>sablc IInib in an Image [19] . Therefore for eaeh colour image, the pIxel,> arc mmlc up of3layer~ 
of light intensities in Red, Grcen and L3ll1c. Thes~ intensities come in the form of number, depending 
on the colour depth, Ivhkh i, the number of hit'> of information u,ed (0 repre'>ent tbe colour of a pixel 
,ailed tbe hit depth re'>olmion. Thi, i'> One oftbe nj()'>l miwooer'>tood ,'oncepl'> In ~ompmcr graphic'> 
A simple explanation ofthi'> term i~ that. the hn depth Man image referred 10 a, the image',> ~olour 
re,olution, i'> the number of hits per pixel. ror example, a grcyscale image tbat had g bit'> of eo lour 
information per pixel would mean that tbe colour re'>olution of the imagc voIOuld be g bits per pIxel. 
rhereforc for an 8-bit image one would havc a toml of2', or 256 possible colours [12]. Most 
computers come witb colour intensities of up to 256 but some with higher bits per colollr are available. 
Red therefore has intensity ranging from 0 to 255, thc same for Green and mllC, meaning thm the Red 
layer is an n ~ m matrix of red light inten,ities for eacb pixel. The same can be said for tbe Green and 
blue layers, thus forming n ~ m x 3 matrixes. 
When the: image, are captllred hy camera, they are further proce'>'ed by Image proce:>'>ing appll <:ati(j(), 
10 make uscfnl mformation from them. Unless the image processing utili,e'> coloured image, In their 
original '>late, they are normal ly converted (0 either grey,>~ale or hla,'k and whll~ imag~". Th" 1, done 
by the: u'>e of image pro<;e»mg app!J callon~ I ike dire~tly converting an image Irom il> true R GR colour 













3.3.1 RGB to Greyscale Conversion 
Once the snapshot is taken, the image is converted to a grey scale image using the following lines of 
code. 
f / 
pic1_gry = rgb2grey (pic1); 
The captured image is in true colour format; three layers of arrays of red, green and blue. The image 
therefore has to be converted to a greyscale image, the format that the rest of the image processing 
routines require. This conversion is done using the command 'rgb2grey' which changes the red-green-
blue (RGB) image to a greyscale image and saves it as variable 'p;c1~rey'. 
The program was written to save memory space while processing the image. the reason for this is that 
most computers are built according to the architectural principles of computer pioneer John von 
Newmann, who determined that machines should work on each task serially, one step at a time with 
the central processing unit (CPU) directing the movement of information as well as performing all 
computations. Inherent in this design is the possibility of bottlenecks which are a result whenever a 
processor has so much time directing the flow of information to and from memory that its processing 
speed is reduced [11]. Thus, in an effort to increase the processing speed, instead performing the 
remaining routines on the whole image, special regions were cropped from the original image and 
worked on sequentially starting with the 'name', then the questions in the order they appear. These 
areas are termed regions of interest and are defined in the variable 'roi' as shown below. These are the 
regions on which the remainder of the computer program will perform further image processing tasks. 
l~L; ('~ " 1 r c.,L \::'. r :. L. t Ig.. Xl!':;" .;;';1 
roi = [148 118 42 26;238 90 47 81;328 116 44 26;553 87 45 82]; 
str ell = ones(3); 
The variable 'roi' stands for region of interest. These values represent the pixels in the image within 
which the characters of interest will be found and are the regions where the answers given by students 
are located. Notice that' roi' is made up of a '4 by 4' matrix, meaning that four questions were given 
in the test requiring four answers. The first row of the region of interest matrix is made up of the 
following numbers: [148 118 42 26]. This means that the upper left comer of this region of interest is 
found in the pixel located at 148 on the horizontal axis from left to right and 118 on the vertical axis 
from the top downwards. This region is 42 pixels wide and 26 pixels high. When the image processing 
routine is invoked each row of the matrix is called one after the other processing each region and 
identifying the numbers in those regions. The line' str _ell' is a structuring element used in image 
processing. It is used to eliminate small objects in the region of interest and will be explained later. It 











3.3.2 Splpction of Pixels of In tHP,t 
On~~ the whole p'dur~ ha, h~~n ~onv~rted from its nriginal 'RGB' f()J'mat 10 a greyscale image, the 
p,xel, 0 r inlCre,t ha\'e to be extracted from the image. Pixels of interest form the shape of the character 
to h~ ~xtrackd ,0 that a neural network can idcntiiY each of them. 
As lTIt'ntion~d abu\-~, th~ region, ni'mkre,t ar~ ddin~d by tbe matrix 'r"i '. Working in a loop by 
s~ledmg a single row 01 'N,i' at a tlm~ the ~omputer crops the designated region as shown in the tirst 
lme ofnme below 
CLV - .LffiCrOp {ri~~ _., r -,.-, [.rei 1Ill , :: 1 : ; 
8;1 illl"c~ate (etp, - 9(:1; 
Inl 'm~t·,; (Inl , g"~yth~~"~, (n;;] :'; 
Inl -"dtiIP(lnl) , 
B;'I _m-1Qs,-(_mu["" (M.,so< "L} . ~OI ;,L ), 
"~~,, - t,""=""u['",, (E',' , 5J), 
Th~ command ' i/ll,rop' ~rops tb~ r~g,on identilied by m; (/II.:) in th~ 'mage. The letter 'm' comes 
from the loop L"Ounter variable. The first number passed to it is number' 1- , meaning that the f,rst row 
of the matrix 'N'i' is taken as the first region of in teres 1. The cropped area of the answerto the first 
question is shown bdo\v in Figure 26 and sho\vs that the shldent entered the value 'three' as the 
answer to thi, queqion. 
figure 26: First Area of Interest Crop 
Th~ second function called that ma1llpulat~s th~ cropP<'d ,mage" the 'imrollile' i'undlOn. This is 
required because the camera used was set to a resolution of 640 b,' 480 PIXelS. V.'hatthis means is that 
the width ufthe entire image (x-axis) is 640 pixels long am! 4~0 pixels high. To take a pTchlr~ ufa 
l arg~r ar~a ofth~ paper, th~ cam~ra "as align~ d Sl\ thu t the width 01' th~ cam~ra was in lin~ with th~ 
length 01' dw paper. The imag~s as captured ar~ therefore at 90 degr~ ~s in a cnunt~r -duck wise 
orientatiotl. To bring them imo dw upright oT1emation filr ea,y number identiti~ation, the images ai<' 
rotated 90 degr~es duckwlS~. 
Aftera ligning the lmag~, th~ n~xtta,k " to con\-~rt th~ Imag~ into bla~k and "hite hy selecting th~ 
pIxels with pmticular intensity. This can be performed in dIfferent Ivays. One such way is to use an 
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range of intensities to retain and convert the rest to black. Lsing the automatic threshold level of the 
cropped image the command 'im2bw' is used to convert the cropped greyscalc image to a black and 
white imuge, "I he advuntage of using the automatic threshold level is that it can be done withollt 
interaction; perfect for the current application. Once the command to convcrt the image from it, 
OIiginal greyscalc Image to a black and white image is issued, the outcome is as shown below in 
Figure n. The number now appears clearly to be the number '3' and is almost ready for identification. 
Figure 27' Black and White Image after Conversion 
When the lmage lS converted 10 black amI while, ,ome pixel, ,till appear 'lo",e' around the required 
image. This is lcnned 'sail and pepper' noise. These pixels arc removed by the 'medIi/IT command, 
When lhe image is cleaned up like thi s, small lines and small objects may still exist in the image. To 
r~move lhem a stmcturmg element lS used. \Vhen lhe slructuring element is used together with the 
'imopl'tI ' function it r~move:; ~mull objects in thc linage while preserving larg~r ones. Smce the 
background PIXels ar~ the 'black' ones, repr~sentmg loglcal7ero, lh~ foreground pixels ar~ 'whlle' 
repre,enting logical on~, The stmcturmg clement tnes to fit mto tl-.ese loreground pi xel cl uster, and If 
it doe~ not fil, lhat clllster IS converted 10 he pan of the hackgrollnd leaving only those clusters hig 
enough for the structuring element to fit in. If ill rum, the struchlring element can fit in the foreground 
pixel clllster, that object is retained. 
As shown In the lines of~ode at the begmning of this :;ection, two functions 'imopen' and 'imc/wil" 
have he~n l,,~d together. The Ii"l function to operale on th~ image lS 'imopL>Jl' which erodes lhe 
image first This lS followed hy image dilatl(ll\. The second fun<:tlon 'imclose' perl(mn:; the same tasks 
as 'imopen' except it performs them in reverse . The image is first dilated and then ero-ded by the 
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Figllr~ 2R: C\ean~lIlJp Image 
AI'kr il combination of imagc di!atioll and erosion by the ' imopen' and 'imdose' fllnction" there may 
slill be somc unwanted pixel clustel's ill the Image, Uy taking ,evenll te,ts on the lmage 1\1 meil,uring 
the Slles orthe ~haracle'" cxpeeted, thc minimum numher of pixels to make up the ,mililest chilnlcter 
can be known. For example, ",hcn working with numbers, the number fOllned by the lea,l number 01 
pixels" lhe number ·one'. The othcr numhers are made up of,everal stroke" bUl the number 'one' is 
only malic up of two scgmcnts if l'epl'esented on a seven ,egment number rcpresentalion. Taking the 
nlllnbcr 0 I' pixels to make the numhel' . one' can give il due onhe smalle,l cX[lCctcll chamctcr. If' onc' 
were made up ofscveaty pixels, lIlen anything "'lth ks, lh,m lilly pixels may be l'cmoved fl'om the 
image. An allowance here has been made of twenty pixds so thaI in Cilse lhc number 'onc' was not 
well printed on the paper and come, outhilvmg k,s lhan sevcnly pixel" it can still be l'etained if the 
pixels that make It up are more than fifty, To J1<:'rfonll th" (a,k, thc funclion '/J»'areaopell' erase, all 
clusters fomled by eqmll or less lh3n IItty pixel, in the image 'UW', For eX,lI11pk, Figure 29 below is 
thc image of the ans"--er ,cnpl berore lhe removal ofsmallcl' objects. As can be ,een, the image doe, 
nO! look 'deiln' enough for lhe Con'pulcr 10 makc scnse out of it. ThiS is the r~ason why the cie<mup 
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Figur~ 29: Image before using, 'bwar('uop('n' Functlon 
Om:~ lh~ 'b"'urc,,,,(!c,, ' fUnClioJI IS u s ~d on the image, ~mul lcr objects arC removcd and what I'Clnains 
is u .leun lm,1 S~ a~ ~ h r)\\!lln Figure 30. 











3.3.3 Individual Character Extraction 
Once the image has been cleaned by the preceding operations, the characters in the image have to be 
extracted individually and automatically to avoid human intervention. This takes several operations 
that are performed on the image. The following lines of code are used to perform these tasks [20] and 
[21 ]. 





BW box = 




reshape (BW_box, [4 num]); 
> -. • 1 .', ; • :":; i (: f ( C.' h h;·) ere .-
BW_c [BW_props.Centroid]; 
BW_c = reshape (BW_c, [2 num]); 
BW c = BW c'; 
- -
BW_c(:,3) = (mean(BW_c."2,2)) ."(1/2); 
BW_c(:,4) = l:num; 
r [20] 
The first task that is performed is to create a bounding box tightly around each characters edge in the 
image. The characters in the image are first labelled so that each continuous cluster of pixels has a 
specific label. The label is in the form of numbers, where the first identified cluster of numbers is 
given the number' l' the second '2' and so on. The coordinates of the bounding box are returned in 
'BW_box' which is a '4 by n' matrix where 'n' stands for the total number of continuous clusters 
identified. The first row in the matrix identifies the top left comers horizontal coordinate of all the 
labelled clusters/characters. The second row identifies vertical coordinates. The third and fourth rows 
represent the width and height of the rectangle that bounds the character. In this operation therefore, 
the program identifies individual characters in readiness for character identification by the neural 
network. 
The second section of code identifies the 'centre of gravity' or centroid of individual objects so that 
any further processing is referenced to the centre of the character. In case a comparison is to be 
performed between the identified character and another character in the target vector, the anchor point 
for the two characters with each other will be the centre point. This centre point is returned as the 
vertical and horizontal coordinate of the centre in 'B W _c2 '. 
Note should be taken with reference to the last line of code in the above section of the code. It is not 
always that the left most character in the image will be given the first or highest label number. To 
make sure that the characters appear in the required order, the characters have to be arranged in the 











horizontal component of the centre of the image is used as the governing value during the sorting of 
the characters. Thus 'sortrows' performs this re ordering of components in the desired order. 
3.3.4 Cropping Individual Characters 
After identifying the centre of the individual characters and their boundary boxes, the next operation is 
to save these variables to an array called 'img', this is then passed to the cropping function to perform 
the cropping operation on the characters [21]. 
for cnt = l:num 
img{cnt} = imcrop(base,BW_box(:,ind(cnt))); 
Once this operation has been performed, the image cropping function 'im_crop' is used to remove the 
desired character from the image and pass it on to the resizing function 'imJesize' [21]. The main aim 
of these two functions is that, when the character is cut out from the image, it has to be modelled into 
one which the neural network is formatted to recognise. As will be explained in the next chapter, the 
neural network used is one for character recognition and its inputs need to be of a specific format 
before it is called upon to work. 
The network in use can only recognise characters formatted as a 14 by 10 matrix. In Figure 28, the 
number '3' was cropped from the main image. A bounding box would then be created tightly around 
this character as shown in Figure 31 and the dimensions of the bounded image measured. 
Figure 31: Bounding Box around Cropped Character 
Normally the image size changes with respect to the character. The cropped image for the number' l' 
for example could have the dimensions say, 5 by 20, when fixed in a bounding box. Unless this 
character's image is resized and located in a bounding box of dimensions 10 pixels wide and 14 pixels 
high it cannot be passed on to the neural network. The number '3' in Figure 28 therefore has to be 











This image is later converted to a colunm vector of 140 rows and submitted to the neural network. 
White pixels take up the binary number' l' and the black ones '0' in the vector. This marks the 
importance of the cropping and resizing stages in the character recognition procedure as one of the 
most vital. 
Figure 32: Required Image Size 
The cropping and resizing of the characters is done in a loop for each character in the regions of 
interest using the following lines of code. 
for cnt = l:num 
eLd 
bw2 = im_crop(img{cnt}); 
charvec = im_resize(bw2); 
Qut(:,cnt) = charvec; 
From the code above, the variable' out' contains the column vector of each character that is available 
in the specific region of interest in the image. After one region of interest is cropped characters resized 
and sent to the neural network, the program goes on to other regions of interest until all the characters 
are identified. These are then passed on to the neural network for identification. 
So far it has been shown how individual characters are picked from an image in preparation for 
character identification. The next chapter deals with how the character identification is carried out by 











3.4. Neural Network Application 
3.4.1 Neural Network and Character Recognition 
Computers have provided the best platform for experimenting since they can be programmed to 
simulate many physical symbols. The ability for computers to serve as arbitrary symbol manipulators 
was noticed very early in the history of computing. In the quest to build intelligent machines, there is 
one naturally occurring model: the brain. One obvious idea of artificial intelligence, then, is to 
simulate the functioning of the brain directly on the computer. This is the background on which neural 
network architectures are built. The new neural network architectures are dubbed 'connectionist' 
architectures because for the most part they are not developed to mimic the operation of the human 
brain but to receive inspiration from known facts about how the brain works [22]. 
3.4.2 Training Neural Networks 
Rosenblatt in 1962 invented what was called the perceptron. This was one of the earliest neural 
network models. The perceptron models the neuron by taking a weighted sum of its inputs and sending 
the output' 1 ' if the sum is greater than some adjustable threshold value otherwise it sends a '0'. This 
is depicted in Figure 33. 
• • • • • 






Figure 33: A Perceptron Model 
The inputs (x], Xl, ... , xn) and weights (WI, Wl, ... , wn) in the figure are typically real values, both 
positive and negative. If the presence of some feature 'x/ tends to cause the perceptron to fire, the 
weight 'w;' will be positive but when it inhibits the perceptron to fire, the weight will be negative. The 











processor. Learning is the process of modifying the values of the weights and the threshold [22]. 
Stated differently, a neural network can be trained to perform a particular function by adjusting the 
values of the connections which in the figure above are the weights between elements. Neural 
networks are usually adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input leads to a specific target output. 
Such a situation is shown below. The network is adjusted based on a comparison of the output and the 





between neurons Output 
Target 
Figure 34: Neural Network Training Process 
Typically many such input/target pairs are needed to train a network. An example of a multiple input 
and multiple output perceptron architecture is shown in Figure 35 [22]. 
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Neural networks have been trained to perfonn complex functions in various fields, including pattern 
recognition, identification, classification, speech recognition, vision and control systems. Today neural 
networks can be trained to solve problems that are difficult for conventional computers or human 
beings [23]. 
In trying to adapt neural networks to perfonn the task at hand of marking answer scripts by 'character 
recognition' one technique came in very handy. It has been mentioned that neural networks are trained 
several times on a set of data before they can be deployed to assess data of similar fonnatting. In the 
current application, this would mean training the neural network to identify each student's writing 
pattern before it can be used to identify the characters the student writes in a test. This would be nearly 
impossible and would not be worth doing for the current application. But there are new neural network 
architectures which do not need training on every 'source' data set like student's handwriting. These 
use what is called' back propagation' technique. 
In back propagation, input vectors and the corresponding target vectors are used to train a neural 
network until it can approximate a function by associating input vectors with specific output ones, or 
by classifying input vectors in an appropriate manner, and that, done automatically not programmed. 
Properly trained back propagation networks tend to give reasonable answers when presented with 
inputs that they have never seen. Typically, a new input leads to an output similar to the correct output 
for input vectors used in training that are similar to the new input being presented. This generalization 
property makes it possible to train a network on a representative set of input/target pairs and get good 
results without training the network on all possible input/output pairs [23]. 
Neural networks are created and trained on a set of target vectors so that when provided with an input 
and tasked to recognise it, they will search in the target's array and find a character the input most 
closely resembles. For example if an image of the number 2 is taken and has to be identified, the 
network will check its target array and check for similarities between the input and the target vectors. 
In the target vector, the number 2 can be represented in various ways. Two examples are shown below 
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[1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 ' ; 
Figure 36: Number '2' as a Column Vector of Height 35 
Looking at Figure 36, one can see that the numbers' l' in the image represent the numerical character 
'2' as would be written in the seven-segment numerical notation. Note that Figure 36 though looking 
like a 7 by 5 matrix, it actually is a column vector of 35 rows. The I 's in the image can be compared to 
the strokes created on a paper when hand written and the 'O's' represent the plain paper. The neural 
network during training would be trained on this character arrangement and when in use would try to 
identify any number provided to it as 35 by 1 column vector by comparing it with the expected 
arrangement of 'on and off pixels as arranged in Figure 36. The network receives the 35 Boolean 
values as a 35-element input vector. It is then required to identify the letter by responding with a 10-
element output vector (Ten because there are ten numbers i.e. 0 to 9). If the network is identifying 
alphabetic characters, it would respond with a 26-element output vector. Here the 10 elements of the 
output vector each represent a number. To operate correctly, the network should respond with a I in 
the output vector on the position it feels closely matches the input. All other values in the output vector 
should be '0' [23]. To work successfully, the network is trained on characters with some noise because 
it is very rare for a neural network to be presented with perfect characters for identification in the input 
vector. 
Seeing that Figure 36 is a 35 element vector, the neural network will need 35 inputs and 10 neurons in 
the output layer, one for each number, to identify the numbers. Using a network with 35 inputs which 
are required in identifying characters such as Figure 36 posed great difficulty especially when using a 
camera for image acquisition due to the fact that images from a camera were not very clear as would 
be if a scanner were used because during the resizing process, a lot of information in the image is lost 
and the image lacks a lot of information to correctly be recognised. To remedy this, the input and 
target vectors of the number' 2' can be increased in size to one say '14 by 10' in size resulting in a 
column vector of 140 rows. The advantage of this is that the strokes of the number can be thickened as 
shown in the second example of the representation of number '2' in Figure 37. This is still a 











number representation of one pixel thickness which is difficult to use if a low resolution imaging 
system is used. 
In the current application, due to the use of a web camera for image acquisition and for the need of 
perfect identification, the characters used in the target vectors are all made of two pixel thickness for 
each stroke and are designed to be used in conjunction with the seven-segment number representation. 
Therefore the numbers are not designed to follow the free hand strokes but rather those restricted to 
the seven segment number representation. 
[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l' ; 
Figure 37: Number '2' as a Column Vector of Size '140 by l' 
The neural network is therefore designed to have 140 inputs and 10 output neurons for numbers and 26 
output neurons for the neural network dedicated to identifying alphabetic characters. It must be 
mentioned here that in this marking machine, two neural networks were created; one to identify 
numbers the other to identify characters of the alphabet. The two layer neural network is created by 
using the command 'newff in the following lines of code: 
SIn = 10; 
netn = newff (minmax (numbers) , [SIn S2nl, { I J 
netn.LW{2,l} = netn.LW{2,l}*0.01; 
netn.b{2} = netn.b{2}*O.Ol; 
To create a network that can handle noisy input vectors it is best to train the network on both ideal and 
noisy vectors. To do this, the network is first trained on ideal vectors until it has a low sum-squared 
error. Then, the network is trained on 10 sets of ideal and noisy vectors. The network is trained on two 
copies of the noise-free numbers/alphabet at the same time as it is trained on noisy vectors. The two 
copies of the noise-free number/alphabet are used to maintain the network's ability to classify ideal 
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classify some difficult noisy vectors at the expense of properly classifying a noise-free vector. 
Therefore, the network is again trained on just ideal vectors. This ensures that the network responds 
perfectly when presented with an ideal letter. All training is done using backpropagation with both 
adaptive learning rate and momentum with the function 'trainbpx' [23] as shown in the following 
lines of code. First, the network is trained on characters formatted like Figure 37 without noise: 
netn.performFcn = ':')C;C"; 
netn.trainParam.goal = 0.1; 
netn.trainParam.show = 20; 
netn.trainParam.epochs = 5000; 
netn.trainParam.mc = 0.95; 
Pn numbers; 
Tn = targets n; 
[netn,trn) = train(netn,Pn,Tn); 
,:rr ~;C.! ", (( r, ~':" Ie." r n('.1 
T';'J~C'.J c :'~':,)' (~O;):. 
"j:'" '" dic.;pl,"yc: (i:' ) . 
"c! ::' j"l. 
After training the network on characters without noise, it is presented with characters with increasing 
levels of noise by these lines of code: 
netn_n = netn; 
netn_n.trainParam.goal 0.6; 
netn n.trainParam.epochs = 300; 
Tn = [targets n 
fer pass = 1:10 
fprintf (' r, '" 













1 :;, i ': . 
After training the neural network on noisy data it is re trained on clean characters: 
'r 
:: ,',' 't; 
netn n.trainParam.goal = 0.1; 
netn_n.trainParam.epochs = 500; 
netn n.trainParam.show 5; 
Pn numbers; 
Tn targets n; 
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Using the same procedure, the neural network dedicated to identifying the letters of the alphabet is 
also trained. After being trained, the numbers given to the NN as inputs, which in this situation come 
in the form of an array called 'out', (image processing section) are identified. The output from the NN 
will be the position of the identified number in the 'target's' array. The number' I' occupies the first 
position in the 'target's' array, the number '2' position two and so on and finally the number '0' in 
position ten. The computer then converts these into real numbers which can be checked with the 
marking key to see if the answers provided by the student in the answer sheet are what the examiner 
expected. This continues for every test paper until the whole class has had their answer script marked. 
Once the NN is created and trained, the inputs are provided to it by the following lines of code: 
Psim = out(:,l:num); 
[A,B] = min(sim(netn_n,Psim)) 
Here, the variable 'Psim' takes all the character arrays outputted by the function 'out' and are sent to 
the neural network called 'netn_n' for identification. Each character recognised has its position 
returned in the variable 'B'. It is these values in the variable 'B' that are used to create the actual 
character represented by the number. For example the number zero would return' 10' in the variable 
'B' because in the targets vector, '1' is first and '0' is tenth. Taking Figure 30 as the input image to the 
neural network for identification produces the following results as answers to the test questions 
(shown in Figure 38). 
File Edit Debug Desktop Window Help ~ 
answers = 
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When the neural network is required to identify characters as described above, the target matrix will 
only have ten possible solutions (if the characters are numerical). After comparing the provided 
character with those characters in the target vector, the neural network returns the error between the 
two characters in the variable' A'. The character identified as having the minimum error compared to 
the target vector characters is what the neural network returns as the correctly identified character. 
This is the function of 'min' in the above lines of code, to search for the minimum error between the 
input and the target column vectors. 
F or example, if the computer was required to identify the number' six', which in Figure 30 is an 
answer to question number three, the computer measures the input vector for number 'six' against all 
the target vectors. After comparing them against each other, it shows that the minimum error between 
the input and target vectors is located at target vector number six. This is as shown below: 
Psim = out(:,l:num); 






What these numbers signify is that the error between the input and target vector has a minimum at 
position 'six' and is '0.0001754'. The other error margins are too big for this input character. Thus, the 
correct target vector for this input vector is number six. This is done for all the input vectors and in 
that way the neural network is able to identify characters. 
To create a usable number from the indices returned in array B, the following line of code is used. 
value = str2num(char(nbrs(B))); 
This is because in ASCII, each character, be it a comma, number or a space, has its own identifying 
number. For example, the number '1' is uniquely identified by the number '49', the number '2' by 
'50' and a space by '32' and so on. To identify the actual values in the image, the characters returned 
in 'B' are used to map on to another target vector made up of the ASCII number representations for 
each number. This vector is as shown below: 
nbrs = [49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 48]; 
The vector 'nbrs' represents the ASCII value of the numbers 1,2,3, up to 9 and the last value '48' 
represents the number '0' in position ten. Thus, in the previous section of code, the innermost function 
(nbrs (B)) uses the values returned in 'B' to extract any of the ASCII numbers in vector 'nbrs'. When 
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'char'. This means that as depicted above for the number' six', the retuned vector of [6}, returns 
another vector [54} which after being passed to the function 'char' returns the ASCII character '6'. 
This number is in string format and must be converted to a number by the function 'str2num'. This 
number is then saved in the variable 'value' for further application. This is how characters in Figure 
38 were obtained. 
When all the numbers that the students wrote on their answer sheets are processed as explained above, 
they can be compared to the expected answers from the examiner that are supplied in the form of an 
'answer' vector. For every correct answer, the comparison process will give a '1' for the correct 
answer and '0' for the wrong answer. These can then be sent to an excel file where each correct 
answer is multiplied by a weighting factor and total marks awarded. 
3.4.3 Student Number Identification 
To automate the entire data acquisition process, the student identification numbers have to be 
automatically captured as well. The procedure for this is the same as for numbers except that two 
Neural Networks are used to avoid confusion of characters. If the same network were to identify 
numbers and the letters of the alphabet, confusion would occur for characters with similar array 
representation. For example the number '0' and the letter '0' in the character representation have a 
similar array in the characters 'target' vectors. Hence another network called 'netL_L' was created to 
identify only the letters of the alphabet in its target vector. The section of code which performs this is 
as listed below: 
name letters = out(:,l:6); 
name numbers = out(:,7:9); 
[st_l,n_letters] = min(sim(netL_L,name_letters)); 
[st_n,n_numbers] = min (sim(netn_n,name_numbers) ); 
At the University of Cape Town, student numbers are made up of six characters from the alphabet and 
three more characters from the numbers zero to nine, for example 'ULMFEH346'. Thus, in 
identifying student numbers, the first six characters are sent to the letter identification network 
(netL_L) and the last three are sent to the number identification network (netn_n). The two sections 
are then merged to form a student's number. 
To extract a student's number, the process is similar to that taken in converting vectors to numbers. 
This is dependent on the fact that each letter of the alphabet in ASCII representation is identified by a 
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letter' Z' represented by '90'. The ASCII representation for each letter of the alphabet is represented in 
vector' alph' as shown below: 
alph = [65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 ... 
8788 89 90]; 
When the neural network that identifies the letters of the alphabet returns the indices of the identified 
letters from the target vector in the variable (n_letters), these indices are used to extract the ASCII 
representation numbers from vector alph by 'alph (n_letters) '. The letters extracted in this format 
are combined with their 'number' counterparts saved in 'nbrs (n_numbers)'. When these two parts of 
a student's number are merged, the entire string of numbers is converted to a string by the function 
'char' as shown below and the student number is saved in the variable 'studenCnumber'. 
student_number = char ([alph(n_letters) nbrs(n_numbers)]); 
The figure below is a screenshot from the computer after identifying the student number and the 
answers from the test paper. The recognition program still needs fine tuning as it can be seen here that 
two letters in the student number have not been correctly identified. The procedure of identifying the 
student number and the answers in a test are carried out for each student's script in the marking 
process and these results are sent to an excel file with the student number as the identifying character. 
oj. Command Window LJIQ][gJ 




3 208 6 350 
» 
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Figure 39: Student Number and Answers Screenshot 
After the neural network has recognised the characters, the answers are compared to the required 
answers provided in a matrix by the examiner. If the answer to question one was' 3' the student would 
then be given an appropriate mark, say one mark and so on. These marks are then sent to an excel file 
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exercise (shown in Table 5). From this table it can be seen that students struggled to answer questions 
number one and two. Emphasis would then be applied to these two during revision. In this way, the 
machine is able to mark answer scripts and quickly provide the examiner with vital information which 
can be used to administer corrective measures. 
The computer program segments as presented above pertaining to image acquisition, image processing 
and character recognition by the neural network all work together to perform the ultimate goal of 
marking. To bring them all together in serving their purpose, a prototype marking machine was built to 
test the theory presented. It must be mentioned that, of interest in this research was how the questions 
can be structured and marked by a computer using the most affordable technology at present. 
Therefore the structure of the machine was not the focus of the research but what it stood to perform. 
I STUDENT NUMBER I SURNAME I INITIAL{S} I Q 1 I Q 2 I Q 3 I Q 4 I 
BCKBRAOO2 BOCK BD 0 
BRMROHOOI BIERMAN R 0 1 
CLXNONOO3 CELE NA 1 0 0 
DLLA.l\,INOO2 DALLAMORE AAD 0 
DLMDELOO2 DLAMINI DK 0 
DSXFOROOI DOUSE FW 
HLSTIlOOOl HALSE TIl 
HNSPETOO7 HENSON PMA 0 1 
IRNPETOO2 IRUNGU P 0 
KLPNATOOI KLOPPERS NI 0 1 
LGDTUMOOI LEGODl T 0 
MBNISA004 MABONDA 1M 0 
MSMJABOO2 MSIMANGA JJB 0 0 0 
MTHNDAOO2 MUTHADI NI 0 
MWLPLAOOI MAWELLE PN 0 
MYNGILOOI MAYNARD GAP 
OZNADAOOI OZINSKY A 0 0 
PCKERIOO2 PICKERING EG 0 
RBNADAOOI RABINOWITZ AJ 1 
RNNTSEOOI RANNEILENG T 1 0 0 
RNWl-.rZUOOl RANWAHA NI 0 
RSSRUDOOI ROSSOUW RM 
RWLBRIOOI ROWLAND BK 
SPLMZWOOI SPELE MG 0 
SPLPIDOOI SAPULA P 0 
VIJDAVOO2 VILJOEN DMR 0 
Total Correct 16 16 23 24 
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The following chapter is a presentation of the actual machine rig used to test the proposals presented 
above. The chapter looks at the physical components of the machine and their interaction during 
marking. A brief description is also presented to connect the computer programme sections that have 
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4. PROTOT\'PE MARK1 .... G i\1.\CIII .... E 
Marking machincs arc cUITCmly available and scveral companic'> manufacture and supply thel1lto 
mstitutions that readily usc them. An example of such a company i, tk DRS Data 8: Research 
Services PLC 1151_ Most ofthcir machincs ~rfonn multiple ta,k<; and are not hia'>ed \0 Olarking 
examination scripts. They supply machincs to institutions that deal Wilh statistical analys is like census, 
general survey depal1ments, examination authorities, electoral bodies, passpol1 offices and gcneral 
organ isations that process large volume, time critical and complex projects. 
An cxample of a machinc produced by this company is shown in Figure 40 which IS said to be a 
no:twork ready optical mark readcr capable of rcading in jpcg image,> and text. II i, used for large ,ca]e 
data collection apphcations and can maintain a through put of up to K,OOO sheds per hour 1151 
Figure 40: Automatic Marl;ing Machine 
The operation of thc current marking machines can be summansed mto the fo llowmg: steps [ 15] 
• the paper WhlCh i~ bcmg: proce,,"cd i~ fed into the machinc; 
• an image of thc paper'" taken by mean'> of a scanner; 
• r>.1Ldtiple area, ofintcre,t ar~ clippcd froLl\ the scanned foml and ,avcd to Ll\emory, each clip 
ha\'mg itS OWn selec\able fomla!. The captured clip, arc stored in the de,lrcd or ientation, 
rcgardle<,s of the oricntation of the fonns when ,canncd; 
• thcse machine, run advanccd computer programmes capable of pcrfomllng independent imagc 
processing appllcations On different sections of the <;ame paper a, they extract meaningfu l 
mformation from the scanned imagc; and 
• to mmllnise ~omputing time required per sheet of paper. these machines utilise a techniquc 











se<;li011S of illt~re~;t anu ma~k out th~ ITst, thus lowering stomg~ and post processing costs ami 
ddays. 
The cost of purchasing these machines can somelim~s gel qllitc hIgh and to put a va lu~ to this, a 
machine of this sort sole Iy uedi~altd to markl11g mu Itiplc-~hoKe questions cOlli d ~o>t around thc 
c'luivakllt ofR I (). ()()()- ()() rand [I fiJ- Therefore this ITsear~h invest lgateu th~ usage of mu~h more 
arft>rdab Ie means of nmduding alltomated asscssment to mah It r~adil y avai lab Ie to It><:al institlltions. 
A prototype marking maehinc was designeu and produced as shown in FigllfC 41 above. It ha, been 
bUIlt with th~ capabih ty to pcrionl1 character IT~oglHtion of not only numerab hut letters of the 
alphaocl In thLI way, the machine is able to identify srudent's ullIque identity numbers and also 
periOlTIl marking 
Figure 41: rrototyp~ Markmg \lachlnc 
The machine's <:omponents and capabilities arc explained below. As a machine designed for marking, 
the prototype was designed around an image acquisition d~vic~ as the prim~ component. All the other 












4.1.1 Prototype Machine Performance 
• Able to mark multiple choice questions 
• Able to mark numerical answers and identify student numbers 
• The machine is capable of a throughputof 15 papers per minute 
• Majority of materials used in the construction of the machine are locally available 
• Total mass of3.95kg 
• Machine dimensions (mm): 700 (Length), 450 (Height), 230 (Width) 
• Image acquisition web camera capable of a 1280 x 960 pixel resolution at 30 frames per 
second 
• 12 volts DC voltage required for machine operation 
4.1.2 Machine Description 
The machine has been built with the capability to mark numerical answers hence broadening the scope 
of questions that could be marked by a computer based marking machine. Machines that exist 
currently are primarily capable of marking multiple choice questions entered on specially designed 
papers, restricting the use of automated marking by making examination bodies totally dependent on 
machines supplied by specific companies, which also supply the answer sheets. The only input by the 
examiners is to set questions in an examination paper and handover the papers for marking to these 
organisations. This research looked to move away from a dependence on machine suppliers for 
automated assessment. This new machine would be equipped with better capabilities, could be 
produced locally and enable examiners to design both the test question and answer sheet suitable to 







the main frame which holds everything in position; 
paper input and orienting tray for paper feeding; 
Logitech® QuickCam Pro 4000 USB web camera; 
photo-reflective sensor driven camera trigger mechanism; 
microcontroller circuit board (for machine control and automation); and 
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-1.2 1\ lachinc's Fram c 
Figure 42: Marking :>'Iachin~s Frumc 
Fig"r~ 42 abov~ show;; tbe madllne' s layout alkr con;;tr,,<;tion. Th~ siue and b,,;;e punel s otTer ;;uppon 
for the machine covcr anu paper tray. For rigiuity anu reduction in the total mas;; of the machine, these 
parts were lllad~ of 1.6 llllll thick alwninium plat~s. 
The cover (shown above) wppons the ramer" bandle onlo wh](;b the cumera IS flxeu. h is made of 
four millimetre thick blue trans lucent Perspex materi,li. TIw <;olour W,li; deciued "IXln to he lp mlll imise 
tbe amount of exknlul I1 gbt mterkren<:e witb tbe lield of View of the Ci1l11~ra during operation. Th~ 
cover mimnllSe, tbe efic<;\s of sh"uows th"t may appear m the lield of VIew of the <:alneru and also the 
dfect of uiffering light intensllie;; m the room where the machine mily be muse. h was not lced dUllng 
testing that th~r~ were differing light intensiti~s in the rOOIn. which required the computer code 
s~llings to be adjlblcd accordingly. This was due to the facllhat. the complll~r program prod"ceu 
different results depending on th~ lighting in the room. To eliminate this. th~ ability of the camcra to 
work 111 low light wa;; taken udyantllge of and hen<:e tb~ cowr was budt. In future. til<: cover ,an be 
removed to allow more light in ifthc imagc processmg code i;; restruclured 
As can be se~n from abovc, the cover IS positioned well abow the pap~r input and orienting tmy 
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more tban 250mm. If a camera requiring lc,~ clearance were to be used, the size ofth~ cover could be 
reduced accordingly. The camera and electrical component~ below tbe paper tray arc used for thc 
automatic o~ration oftbe machinc. These arC dc<;crihted below. 
-1.2.1 Electri~1I1 Components 
4.2.1.1 Web Camera 
For the machin~ to mark answer <;cripts, un image oftbe unswer script must he supplied to the 
computer for image proce<;~ing, The image acquisition device used for this purpose w~s a Logltech 
QuickCam Pro -1000 web camera \ ~bown In FIgure 43) wbidl has an adequate video resolmion of 640 
hy -ISO pixel,,_ Thi~ camera i~ capahle or a good re~olution of 1280 by 960 PiXelS for still images. The 
challengc raccd wah u~mg the ~till image lilcdit}' m an automatic image acquisition process was that 
the COlmer" took about 3 ~econd<; to <;tabih<;e. At a ~peed of 30 li-~me s per sewnd, 9(l undear lln~ge 
Ii-"me, would have p,,"~~ed before a usahle ITame was logged m. Added to t illS, the stable state of 
camcra wa~ not rcpealable in tenn~ or unage brighlne~~ and ~larity Thi~ posed a challenge since it 
greatly lengthened the time to mark a scnpL Afler several tesls, were done on the still Image 
acquisition "elling with its associated lack ofrepcatability and tnlle con~umption, it was decided that 
the video I()mlat bc used_ Thi~ wa<; much Ih"ter ~illCe the image acqm<;ition proce~~ only requll-ed 
logging in a ~ingle ~tablc li-ame Ii-om a continuous ,tream The lmage~ wCrC buth clear and had a 
con~ i"telll image quahty_ 
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L'nderntmh tht paper tray arc othcr electrical and electronic component, ll;;elll'or automatic operatIon 
ofth~ machine (shown in Figure 4,,\). 
figur~ 44: Ekctrical Components ulKkr Pap~r Tray 
4.2.1.2 Scnwr 
Th~ carm:ra takcs a snapshot ofth~ studcnts answ~r SCript wh~n it r~c~ives the tngg~r cummalld ii-um 
the hosl computtl' This triggcl' evcnt b~gins whcn the photo rdlective s~nSOT d~wcts a paper 011 the 
tray_ This sensor is posjlion~d und~rncath the tray (shown in Figurc 45). 











The circuit to th~ SenSO r is shown in Figure41i. The s~nsor u,ed \Va, a TLP photorelledive s~n,or 
which is mainly for paper diredi()n in copl"r" fax machin"'. printer' dC. When the pap;"r I' above the 
photo emitting diode, it becomes a r~jlcctive ,urfuce hcnc~ activating the whole circUlt which 
evenrually sends out a 5 volt pulse. 
· 12,' -
t------~------t.:"""'··'-----" '<,fi <: 
FIgure 46: Sensor Circuit 
4.2. 1.] 1\1 icroconlnlller hflard and Data ."\cq u isitifln lJ nit 
., 
As mentioned ab()ve, the emiller voltage of the ,enS()r ClrCUI tn,,,, to 5 volts, " . hen the sensor detects 
tl-,., pres"nce ()fpaper. Th" line i, conneckd h) mpul port ' 10' of the miL'rocontroll~r (sh()\\,n in Figure 
47). The microcontroller used ()n the marking machine ha' SIX input and seven (mtpul p()rts as ,hown 
below. Depending on the setling, on the functi()n ,witch, It can perform numerous ~ontn>lImg tash 
seemg a' it comes pre-programmed henc~ its name ' Poly Rhx;k'. In th" r~port , (hIS c()mponent wlll 
, imply ~ call~d a mlcrocontroller 
" --.-
II. ----- " .......... -"" ., I ""'" • " 00 
00 
m , 
00 o(m, ,,, , • , • , -- ,~' --, -- '"",tson ,,,. ,,', II - Ii 











The moment the microconlro[kr 'enscs lhe 5 voltage signal on the input port, it ,cqu.cntially outputs 5 
volt signals on its output chmmels starling with 00 to SI. These output channel signals an: lI'ed 10 
trigger the camcra for imagc a£quisllion and to op~rate the fans to push the paper ou.l orlhe machll1e 
after the image acquisition procc,s "n)mpld~. Output port Oll is used for camcra uiggcring. The 
output signal on this channel is conncdcd to mpu.t £hann<:ll\ 1 ofth~ Data Acquisition L'nit (shown in 
Figure 48 ) which convcrts thc analogue signal o r 5 volls to a digital signal of' I ' . This digital signal 
is sent to thc host compu.ter via an RS2J2 port a' lh~ trigg~r signal for the camera to take a snapshot 
Th~ host comput~r aft~r recciving thc lIIgger signal takes a snapshot ofthc answcr scripl and b~glllS 
lhe Image pmcessmg routines 011 the image preparing it for characll'J' rccognition. A, thc £ompu.kr i, 
,til l p~rromling Image pro£e"ing and character recogllltion romines, the sruocnt, answer ,nipl IS sti II 
on thc paper tray and n~eds to be ~J~cted In reUlline', for th~ Ilext paper. The microcontrolkr thcrcfore 
switches on lhe fan s 10 eje£t the paper. 
Figure 48: The Data Acquisition and Control Unit 
The n-.a£hin~ cl.lfTent[y only n~eds to operate the cumera and the fallS hence only two output ports of 
the micro£onlroller are u'ed j.e. ports 00 and SI , wh~r~ outPLIt pon SI works as a switch for the two 
rans. The fun, an: cOlmected to the +V and SI ports of the microcontroller. This is because all the 
pons labdled '+V' on the microcontrolle l' board have the samc ,·oltagc raling, which in this £ase" 











Figur~ 49: Fan, for r~pcr Transportation 
4.2.2 Machine Operation 
FiguraLivdy. Lh~ ele~Ln cal com[,{)nents work together as shown in Figure 50 to achicve automated 
markll1g. Th~ ,Lag~;; oj" operatiOI1 01" the m~rking ma~hinc ar~ as shown III Figure 50. Oncc the paper is 
placed on Lhc pap;;r Lray ,L , l id~, down the inc lined plal1 e duc to gravity. climinating thc nced fOl' a 
motor driven paper tran;;portatiOI1 ;;yskm. Two protrusions ~t thc end of the tray stop thc motion of the 
paper. With the par""r in position. the photo reflecti\'c sensor at thc bottom of the tmv detects the 
paper', prc,en~e above it and send, a 5 volt pulse to the micl'Oconll'o lkl"s input port ' 10 '_ Once the 
,ignal ]<; re~e,v~d on Its mput hne: the nll~ru<:o ntroller sequcntially scnds 5 volt signals to all Jts output 
~hanne]<; u,il1g th~ adju;;table timer function. Thc first output line of the microconll'olkr '01 ' is 
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The data acquisition board receives the trigger voltage on its input port and sends a +5 volt signal to 
the host computer via an RS232 line. This is the signal the host computer interprets as the trigger 
command to the USB web camera. This command initiates the image acquisition, processing and 
character recognition routines. After the image is captured and processing begins, the microcontroller 
switches on the fans using switch port 'SI' (shown in Figure 51) to eject the paper in preparation for 
the next operation. 
It must be mentioned that early in the experimental stage, it was noticed that the version of matlab 
used at the time (Matlab Release 7) would cause the computer to freeze when the computer was 
running the image acquisition routine together with the data acquisition software (which ran 
successfully on matlab release 6) which controlled the fans and camera triggering for the data 
acquisition device. This led to the use of the microcontroller to free the computer of computing time in 
controlling the transportation of paper through the marking machine. Hence the use of the 
microcontroller was merely to free up the computer to concentrate on the core task of marking. 
4.2.3 Summary of Machine Operation 
The most critical part of the prototype machine lays in its ability to extract meaningful information in 
the marking process. This information is extracted by a number of applications put together in a 
computer program written on the Matlab platform. The applications that have been used for the 
purpose of data collection are based on applications which are shipped with Matlab namely, Image 
acquisition, Image processing, Neural Networks and the database toolboxes. The various stages of the 
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Figure 52: Stages in the Computer Program of -"larking 1\lachine 
Th~ ma~hm~ was (esled ~cveral lime, a, the computer programmes were being developed, The 
following chapter present, the outcomes of the various tests carried out on the marking machine. The 
imagining deVice used, utilised the highest possible \'ideo image resolution in capruring images h~nce 
the hulk of the challenges faced stemmed from this. Though this was the best resolution for the 
imaging device_ It still fell very short of the roul1ncs in usc today j,c, scanners, Gut with such a 











5. TESTING AND RESULTS 
5.1 Experiment 
An experiment is a series of tests in which purposeful changes are made to input variables of a process 
or system so that changes in the output responses can be observed and identified [24]. The objective of 
the experiment was to: 
• test the marking machines capability to mark test questions whether they were multiple choice 
or numerical in nature, 
• determine which input variables are most influential on the output of the machine and 
• where to set input variables to obtain optimal results. 
The measurable output from the test therefore would be the ability for the machine to mark test scripts. 
Marking of scripts depends largely on the ability of the machine to recognise hand written characters. 
Therefore, an observable and identifiable output response from the machine was the ability to digitise 
hand written characters 
It must be mentioned that this experiment was not carried out to see the effect of automated marking 
on student performance. It was a test aimed to verify whether computers could be used to mark 
numerical and non numerical answer tests. For the machine to pass as having performed the required 
task, it had to recognise at least 85% of the characters it was provided with. This was used as the 
figure of merit for testing the prototype. With further refinement the figure of merit should be set even 
higher. Several variables existed in the testing process i.e. how legible the input characters were, the 
colour of marker used in answering questions, image processing program functions used and image 
acquisition settings. 
The first test was carried out in April 2005 and was made up of multiple choice questions only. At that 
time, the numeral identification routines had not yet been fully developed. The second test was carried 
out when the numeral identification routine had been completed. In this second test, four classes of 24 
students each were given a four question test paper requiring numerical answers. The routine for 
identifying student numbers had not been developed since identification was expected to be done by 
scanning student's fingerprints, a routine that was being developed in another department. However, 
after realising the possibility of identifying student numbers by routines similar to those for numerical 












5.2 Tcst OllC 
As mentioned abave. the first tcst w~s ~"mluct~d early in the research and was limited to multiple 
choice questions as shownlll Figllrc 53. 
Figure 53: /I.-laehin~ Testcd an .\1ultiple Choic~ Qu~,tions 
Dunng thi, tc,t, the machine was only ~ble tll p~rt(lIln image comparisons bctw~en stud~nts' unsw~r 
scripts and the marklllg key. This was achiewd by condllcting image absolute-difference marking, 
This r~quir~d ,ubtracting two c[()Pr<'d regions ji-om both tk ,tudcnl', script and the marking key 
answer sh~et tll obtum th~ ab",lllte difference between them, I f the ub,ol ute difference of the two 
regIons wa' not ~.e[() (meaning the two areas were not ulik~) the studcn!', answer would be marked as 
incorrcct Ho,,'~ver, ifthc absolute djjferenc~ was zcro, the stud~llt would be given a full mark as IllS 
or her answer was the same as that supp!Jcd by thc ~xall\mer 
The machine l~rI(ml\cd a, expectcd, It was able to mark student's scnp!> with \'erl' few CrrOr, Errors 
appeared due to stud~nt input errors m thIng, such as incompletc nlbbing when an answ~r was 
changed, llence the machine would identify thc absolute difference betweelllhe I;\\(ll im~gc, u' not 
equal !Q zero. Othcr sources of ermrs had to do wah ,tud~nl" input not being legible enaugh far Ihe 
computer to recognise. Olh~r than the,e instances, the first test \\(as a success and ICI to de\'dopm~nt 
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5.3 Test Two 
After investigating the field of optical character recognition and neural networks, a computer 
programme was written that was capable of identifying numerical characters. To develop this further, 
a test was set up with similar questions to those given the previous year but this time instead of using 
multiple choice questions, students were asked to provide numerical answers on a specially formatted 
test paper. 
This test revealed how heavily dependent the character recognition routines were on the legibility of 
the answers on the answer sheet. Only a few answer sheets per class were able to be assessed 
correctly. Those students whose answers were entered using light coloured pencils and pens could not 
be read correctly and thus the image processing program deleted certain answers from the images by 
recognising them as noise. On the other hand, students who had used dark pens, and had followed the 
instructions properly on how to indicate their answers, provided the best input for the computer to 
work on. In such cases the machine worked as expected with minimal errors. 
Students were asked to answer four questions on two topics they had covered the previous day. Table 
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1 SA 3 60 2 25 50 
MRA 32 68 2 25 
2 SA 3 60 2 25 75 
MRA 8 60 2 25 
3 SA 3 60 1 25 50 
MRA 3 58 3 25 
4 SA 3 60 1 25 50 
MRA 3 80 6 25 
5 SA 3 30 1 25 75 
MRA 3 30 5 25 
6 SA 1 60 3 25 75 
MRA 1 68 3 25 
7 SA 3 60 1 25 50 
MRA 93 66 1 25 
8 SA 1 60 2 25 50 
MRA .3 60 1 25 
9 SA 3 60 3 25 100 
MRA 3 60 3 25 
10 SA 3 20 3 4 50 
MRA 3 2ll 3 '> 
11 SA 1 60 1 25 75 
MRA 1 60 .3 25 
12 SA 1 60 1 25 75 
MRA 2 60 1 25 
13 SA 3 60 1 25 75 
MRA 3 66 1 25 
14 SA 3 60 3 25 100 
MRA 3 60 3 25 
15 SA 3 60 3 25 100 
MRA 3 60 3 25 
16 SA 3 60 1 25 75 
MRA 3 60 3 25 
17 SA 3 60 3 20 75 
MRA 3 60 3 28 
18 SA 1 60 2 25 50 
MRA 3 6ll 2 25 
19 SA 1 60 2 25 75 
MRA 1 6ll 2 25 
20 SA 1 860 1 25 50 
MRA 2 860 2 25 
21 SA 1 60 1 25 75 
MRA 1 6ll 1 25 
22 SA 1 40 3 16 75 
MRA 1 68 3 16 
23 SA 3 20 3 4 50 
MRA 3 2ll 3 '> 
24 SA 1 60 2 25 75 
MRA 1 6ll 2 25 
25 SA 3 60 2 25 75 
MRA 522 60 2 25 
Table 6: Test-Two Results 
In the table above, 'SA' stands for 'Students Answer' and 'MRA' stands for 'Machine Recognised 
Answer'. During marking, the machine would try to identify the student's answer. For example, 
student number one answered question one as '3'. During image processing and character recognition, 
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error in recognition. The errors are highlighted in red to show where the machine failed. Thus, for each 
answer to a question the student supplies (SA); the machine produces what it has recognised (MRA). 
It was discovered that, for most of the answer sheets, the students had used light graphite lead pencils 
which were not legible enough for the image acquisition device. This therefore was noted as an input 
variable. To overcome this, dark coloured liquid pens were used and it was noticed that they produced 
much better legibility which dramatically improved numerical character recognition. A screenshot of 
the computer correctly identifying the characters in the image after making the answers more machine-
readable is shown in Figure 54. 
File Edit Debug Desktop Window Help ~ 
answers = 
3 208 6 350 
» 
Figure 54: 100% Character Recognition 
Table 7 below shows the improvement in the marking accuracy of the machine when the answers were 
written with a darker more legible coloured pen. This test was carried out on the same answer sheets as 
those used in test two that produced the results in Table 6. As can be seen above, the more readable the 
characters are to the camera, the higher the marking accuracy of the machine. This is because the 
platform on which the computer program runs (Matlab) has the maximum allowable video image 
resolution of 640 by 480 pixels. Therefore, if the characters are not legible enough the captured image 
will lack the vital information required by the image processing routines. The alphanumeric character 
recognition routine is one area that needs further development because it still has low recognition 
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1 SA 3 60 1 25 75 
MRA 3 60 3 25 
2 SA 1 060 1 025 100 
MRA 1 060 1 025 
3 SA 3 40 1 25 100 
MRA 3 40 1 25 
4 SA 3 60 1 25 100 
MRA 3 60 1 25 
5 SA 1 060 3 025 75 
MRA 1 068 3 025 
6 SA 3 40 1 25 100 
MRA 3 40 1 25 
7 SA 3 40 1 100 75 
MRA 3 40 3 100 
8 SA 1 60 1 25 100 
MRA 1 60 1 25 
Machine Accuracy with Higher Answer Legibility 
Table 7: Improved Answer Legibility Increases Marking Accuracy 
From this test, vital information was captured in terms of developing guidelines for ensuring high 
levels of accuracy of recognition. These included aspects such as which colours to use for answering 
questions, and how to format the question paper to ensure that the camera captures only the relevant 
areas by moving it as close as possible to this region to increase image resolution. When the camera is 
more than 250mm above the answer sheet, the characters of interest become too small for proper 
image recognition. To minimise character identification errors even further, it was noticed that when 
the answer grids are printed in a light shade of grey, they are completely removed as noise during 
processing of the image leaving the desired characters only in the image. 
Students were asked to write down the numbers 2, 65, 40 and 3 on sheets of paper which were to be 
identified by the marking machine. The machine was judged on correct identification of the whole 
number. This was an effort to improve the performance of character recognition routines by putting 
together all the information gathered in previous tests relating to character legibility and answer-grid 
formatting. Answer-grid formatting was considered as one of the causes of low performance of the 
machine because, if the answer-grids are too dark on the answer sheet, the image processing routine 
considers them to be characters even if no actual writing has taken place in that grid. Thus, if someone 
wrote the number '2' in the seven-segment answer grid the machine would see the number '8' due to 
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1 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
2 SA 2 65 40 3 75 
MRA 2 65 50 3 
3 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
4 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
5 SA 2 65 40 3 75 
MRA 2 55 40 3 
6 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
7 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
8 SA 2 65 40 3 75 
MRA 2 65 40 5 
9 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
10 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
11 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
12 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
13 SA 2 65 40 3 75 
MRA 2 65 40 5 
14 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
15 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
16 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
17 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
18 SA 2 65 40 3 75 
MRA 2 65 90 3 
19 SA 2 65 40 3 75 
MRA 2 65 40 5 
20 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
21 SA 2 65 40 3 75 
MRA 2 55 40 3 
22 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
23 SA 2 65 40 3 100 
MRA 2 65 40 3 
24 SA 2 65 40 3 75 
MRA 2 95 40 3 
25 SA 2 65 40 3 75 
MRA 2 55 40 3 
Table 8: Final Machine Test Results 
This can be considered a good perfonnance of the machine as the input was from students who had 
varying ways of writing down the numbers. Some wrote down the numbers in a hurry but the machine 
still managed to make sense of their input. This perfonnance is much better than that shown in Table 6 












answer sheet setup, correct instructions and using darker, more legible markers and further supported 
the use of the marking machines as an assessment tool. 
To illustrate the improvement of the marking ability of the machine from the first test to the third, a 
comparison of the means was done and this is shown below. From the graph it is clear that the 
marking accuracy of the machine increased from a mean of69 and standard deviation of 16.58 to that 
of91 having standard deviation of 12.25. The two graphs below show a significant improvement on 
the ability for the marking machine to read hand written characters from the two tests. 
> 
:I::! 





- Experiment 1 
- - Experiment 3 
Mean StDev N 
69 16.58 25 
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Results Obtained during testing of the marking machine 
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Figure 55: Marking Machine Performance during Testing 
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6. CONCLUSION 
Rapid, accurate and fair assessment can be achieved by setting test questions in a format that can be 
marked by computerised marking machines. This will improve the effectiveness of assessment by 
reducing 'accurate guessing' that is normally the case in multiple choice tests. It will also increase the 
time lecturers can devote to assisting those students with academic problems in specific courses. 
This project has shown that automated marking can be achieved by making use of cheaper materials 
than are currently used in marking machines. Since digitisation of answer scripts is one of the most 
costly operations a marking machine can have beside paper feeding mechanisms, if the cost is reduced 
in these two process, the overall cost of the product reduces and many more academic institutions will 
be able to afford marking machines and achieve 'Rapid Assessment by using Automated Marking'. 
The marking machine developed in this project achieves the required objective of proving that 
automated marking can also be adapted to numerical answers thus improving the rate of assessment 
for such tests. This would give enough time for lecturers to concentrate on delivering information and 
conducting corrective measures in areas where it is most needed. 
There are many ways in which the current format of questions can be converted to those that can be 
machine scored. A few examples of question and answer formatting have been shown to support this 
but these are not the only possible options. There are still others to be developed and tested to enable a 
variety of questions to excite students and accurately assess their academic progress. 
With this proposed formatting of questions, the two areas of interest of this project namely, rapid 
assessment and automated marking can be achieved. This is because the questions can be marked by 
machine, using locally available components, and due to the speed at which these can be marked the 
goal of Rapid Assessment is achieved. 
A lot of time was dedicated to writing computer programmes for the machine because the student 
working on the project did not have prior computer programming skills to the levels required in the 
project. Therefore there are still a number of things that need to be developed on the marking machine 
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7. RECOMMENDA TIONS 
The prototype marking machine developed fulfils the required specifications of being able to mark test 
questions in numerical or multiple choice format. Although the machine has these capabilities, it still 
needs to be developed further for commercialisation. Below are some of the recommendations for 
further development of the marking machine. 
7.1 Graphical User Interface 
The current marking machine cannot be used by someone without knowledge of the Matlab 
programming language. The code in use requires human input in terms of selecting regions of interest 
in the answer script that contain answers and name fields. This is due to the fact that there is no 
specific layout of answer scripts. Lecturers can decide where the name and answer fields should be 
located and the computer has to prompt the user to use a place-and-drag area selection which is 
simpler than inputting values on the key board, as currently employed. 
7.2 Program Flow and Layout 
This project was not about developing an expert computer code. Therefore the computer code in use 
requires further refinement. 
7.3 Machine Design 
The machine performs the required task of automatically marking student academic scripts but further 
improvements need to be carried out to improve its aesthetics. Some parts are currently difficult to 
reach, for example, when adjusting the positioning of the camera, a number of screws have to be 
removed. Hence the machine needs further ergonomic improvements. 
7.4 Question Formats 
It was wished at the commencement of this project that the marking machine be able to mark free 
body diagrams. This area needs to be investigated further. As a suggestion, free body diagram force 
lines could be digitized and converted to vectors and manipulated for magnitude and direction. 
7.5 Character Identification 
One of the challenges faced in the machine during testing was that during marking, if the characters 
were not printed dark and visible enough, the computer could not isolate and identify them. Further 
research therefore needs to be done to find ways to identify characters with differing legibility's seeing 
as it is impossible to assume students will identically fill in their answer scripts. 
An alternative to using the seven-segment or alternative seven-segment number representation is the 












Q. Assume the pulley system shown below is frictionless and that the six people shown in the diagram 
each have a mass of 60 kg. What is the tension in the rope holding pulley A? What is the tension in 
the rope holding pulley B? And what force must PI provide to ensure that the cages stay stationary 
where they are? 
Tension in the rope holding A 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
o 500 1000 1500 2000 
A 
, Tension in the rope holding B I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 
Force to be provided by PI 
I I I I I 
o 500 1000 1500 2000 
Figure 57: 'Number Line' Question Structure 
The student here would analyze the diagram and where necessary bring in the relationships they learnt 
about in class to solve the problem at hand. In answering the questions, the student would indicate 
their answer on a number line by using a coloured pencil, as shown in the illustration above. This 
method was suggested by John Greene [10]. A number line given with logarithmic spacing can be 
used effectively where answers are large such as those relating to electrical resistors that range from a 
single ohm to thousands of ohms. 
7.6 Free Body diagrams 
Some engineering problems require students to present their solution in the fonn of free body 
diagrams. Here, the forces acting on a body have to be drawn and associated mathematical relations 
deduced from them. For example, a question presented to first year students went as follows: 
A rear-wheel drive motor vehicle with mass of 1 ton is accelerating just below wheel spin on a 
straight, level tarred road. Neglecting the effects of rotating parts and all air and rolling resistance, 
complete the free-body diagram of the car. Line lengths for vectors to be scaled so that each 1 mm of 












Figure 58: 'Free Body Diagram' Question Structure 
Students in answering the question are required to show all the forces acting on the motor vehicle at 
the stated condition. These forces are as indicated above, marked in red, and their magnitude related to 
the length ofthe arrow. 
It is noteworthy to recognize that this type of question could not have been asked in a multiple choice 
examination and requires a sound understanding of dynamics to unpack the question and answer 
correctly. For example, the two arrows pointing upwards must have the sum of their lengths equal to 
the arrow pointing downwards for equilibrium, while the horizontal arrow, the driving force for 
acceleration, is unbalanced. On a tarred road, the co-efficient of friction will be high and at just below 
wheel spin the driving force vector will be slightly shorter than the reaction force vector on that wheel. 
It is for situations like this that the need to rapidly assess student measurable skills and understanding 
require a way to mark questions of this sort. Using the technology developed for this project, the 
marking machine isolates the force arrows that are drawn in red and performs vector comparison with 
that of the marking key. If the forces are within reasonable magnitude and direction, the student is 
awarded the marks appropriate. 
When the marking of free body diagrams was considered, additional possibilities for use of this new 
technology arose. If for example, when students are required to label a diagram, they could be asked to 
match provided words to their associated parts. An example question of this kind could be, 
Q. Complete the diagram below by drawing a red leader line from each of the Label-boxes to the part 
















Figure 59: 'Labelling' Question Structure 
Looking at the diagram, the students were originally required to provide appropriate names to the parts 
labelled from A to D on a separate answer sheet or by writing down the name of the part. To enable 
marking by computer, students could be provided with label-boxes as shown on the right hand side of 
the diagram and only required to draw a line from the label box to the associated part (shown here with 
the red lines). These lines when converted to vectors can be compared to the marking key since they 
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A.I. INTRODUCTION 
F or the design process, a list of targets and requirements that a piece of equipment must achieve had to 
be listed. To that effect, a table of specifications was drawn up which would determine the conformity 
of the final product to the specifications. 
A.I.1 Objective 
The objective of this section was to make a list of demands that were to be met at the end of the 
design, and other aspects wished for in the equipment. These were to guide in the calculations, for 
verifications purposes. 
A.I.2 Breakdown 
The specifications were broken up into sections comprising application requirements, minimum 











A.2. PRODUCT SPECIFICA nON TABLE 
DesiredlWish SPECIFICA nON DETAILS RELATED 
Application requirements: 
A.3.1 
Machine to be able to mark: 
D • Multiple choice questions (MCQ) A.3.I.I 
D • Unconventional MCQ and numerical answers A.3.1.2 
W • Free body Diagrams A.3.1.4 
Marking speed A.3.1.5 





Use of rapid image acquisition device 
Mechanical components 
• Few or no moving parts 
W Machine construction to be simple for easy- A.3.2.2 
• Maintenance; and 









Program to be able to process at least 8 scripts per minute 
Operation A.3.4 
Usability 









Able to operate between 8 to 28° Celsius 
Safety A.3.6 
To conform to South African safety standards SANS IEC A.3.6 
D 60950 for information technology equipment and related 
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION JUSTIFICATION 
A.3.t Application requirements 
The prototype machines main characteristic was to mark student's scripts. The major answer formats 
to be marked were-
A.3.1.t Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) 
In order to improve on the capabilities of the current machines, this machine was to have the ability to 
mark MCQ as the current commercial machines are able to; 
A.3.1.2 Unconventional MCQ 
In order to reduce the possibility of students guessing the answers and in so doing attain a true picture 
of students levels of assimilating study material, the use of a more stringent format of MCQ was 
viewed as an option. The machine therefore had to have the ability to mark this unconventional format 
ofMCQ; 
A.3.1.3 Numerical answers 
To make a positive contribution to automated assessment, the marking machine has to be capable of 
marking numerical answers. This aspect has received little attention and therefore limiting automated 
assessment to multiple choice tests; 
A.3.1.4 Free body diagrams 
Students in engineering perform analysis on engineering problems by firstly; noting the forces 
involved in a system, then the system is simplified down to form a free body diagram. Thus it was 
desired that the machine have the ability to mark free body diagrams; 
A.3.1.S Marking speed 
In the biggest of classes in the first year, the number of students has reached 120. Using a time frame 
of only 10 minutes in which to do the assessment, 120 students answer scripts are to be marked in ten 
minutes. This would mean a minimum of 12 students' scripts per minute; 
Assuming the following timing per student to-
• move to the machine = 1.5 seconds; 
• place paper onto machine = 0.5 seconds; 
• time for machine to mark paper = 1.5 seconds; 
• time to clear away from machine = 0.5 seconds. 
The total time per student would be = 4 seconds 
Therefore in one minute, the machine would approximately assess fifteen student's scripts per minute. 
This rate is above that required one for a class of hundred and twenty students and therefore became 












A.3.2.1 Image Acquisition 
With the aim of performing rapid assessment, it would be advantageous if the process of image 
acquisition were sped up. The current machines utilise scanners in their image acquisition routine. 
Scanners have the advantage of capturing images with very high resolution but work at a relatively 
slow pace when compared other image acquisition devices like cameras. The image acquisition device 
to be used therefore was to be faster than a scanner. 
A.3.2.2 Mechanical components 
The machine must be simple in construction and to have few or no moving parts. This would therefore 
reduce on the number of drivers like motors required, making it light in weight for easy portability. 
The simplicity in the design was to also make the machine easy to use in schools and easily serviced in 
case of mishandling. 
A.3.3 Software 
A.3.3.1 Image processing 
When the image is acquired, it would be sent to a computer program which would perform image 
processing by extracting required characters in the original image in preparing it for character 




The machine was to be simple for the operator to use. Owing to its simplicity in construction, the 
machine would therefore be simple to operate and a maximum time of 30 minutes would be needed to 
train the operator. 
A.3.4.2. Repeatability 
Due to the fact that the machine construction would have few moving parts, there would be less need 
to stop the machine for repairs as is the case for machines with moving parts. This, therefore, for 
situations of very high loads of work would be required to operate continuously without affecting the 
accuracy of the marking. 
A.3.5. Temperature 
According to the South African weather service [28] the maximum temperatures in Cape Town are 
usually in February and are about 280 Celsius and the minimum temperatures are experienced in June, 
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A.3.6. Safety 
To avoid injury to the operators the machine was to conform to South African safety standards SANS 
IEe 60950 [30] for information technology equipment and related equipment such as computers, 
printers, and copiers. This stipulates the guidelines for designing products with facilities to prevent 
injury to the operator by eliminating the chance of say, accidental electrical shock to the operator, cuts 
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The objective of this section are-
• present a variety of probable solutions for the marking machine; 
• gauge the probable solutions against each other by putting them to a comparative test; and 
• choose the most suitable concept for design. 
B.1.2 Limitations 
This section documents several possible design solutions which were considered in the 
conceptual design phase. The governing factor in this stage of the design was cost. Concepts 
which could have resulted into excessive cost, as a result of complicated mechanisms were 
discarded or rejected. 
B.1.3 Plan of Development 
The section begins with the presentation of the proposed concepts along with their operation 
mechanisms beginning with the least complicated. These are then compared to each other and the most 
effective concept chosen. To verify the operability of the chosen concept, a brief explanation is 
presented on its performance during testing. The testing was done for presentation to the supervisor on 
the expected performance of the concept. 
Note should be taken that at the time of testing the various concepts, most of the computer code had 
not been written to perform the tasks the final prototype machine would do. The chosen concept was 
only tested on multiple choice questions and the result or mark obtained in a test was viewed by means 
of a light emitting diode (LED) board. At this stage the machine had not been used with input from 
students since the idea was simply being developed. To show the marks obtained in a test to students 
on their answer sheets, the final product was going to have an integrated printer (a component that was 
to be purchased) hence the use of the LED board connected to the computer via the printer port. The 












B.2.1 i ntrodnNion 
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SURVEY OF POSSlIU. E Co;o':CEPTS 
Th~ efT~~li\'~n~ss or lh~ d~,igned marking ma(:hm~ rdied mo~lly on the ability 10 U(:(.IUlr~ im;lge~ of 
>lUdent's ;lIlSWer scripts r;lpidly in the 1l1;lrking proces>. lienee the concept> drilwn were Vilnun!> of the 
image ~cquisition me<:h~nism. 
B.2.2 Fhcd Bil'c :\ Iccha nism 
The fixed base m~rking m~chine mech~nism was the le~st complic~ted of all the considered concepts 
in that it had no moving p~rts. The paper is placed on lhe marked are~. and then ~ picture taken by 
ll\can~ of a web camera. the picrnrc is thcn processed by an im~ge proccssing program. 
Figure 60: fixed B;J';~ Murking Con~~pl 
B.2.2.1 ,\ d\'ulltages 
• V~ry simple 10 use ilS pKtures are t"ken munuully 
• Mil1nlills r~udily ilvilil"ble 
• Can be made casily 
B.2.2.2 Djsadvantages 
• Take> up too much time since it requires the operator to place the paper on the m~chine. take a 
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This me~hani~m wa~ te~led a~ ,hown helow in Figure 61 . Time was wasted mostly in placing the 
paper on the tray. 
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Sliding Tray '\1t'chanism 
The ~hding lray mechanism haJ a ,liJing lray having Ih" marking area which rocked back and fOlth On 
~ fixed ~upporting b~e by h~ing pu'>heJ manually 
Figure 62: Sliding Truy ~1ech~nl~m 
The l110ck or operalion or Ihis concept ean he explained as follow, : 
• Paper I> plac~J on Ihe ~hJing Iray 
• The tray i, manually pu'>hed 10 Ihe other end and by doing so the paper is located centrally 
below th~ camera 
• Atthe end or the b~~e on WhlCh Ihe ~ liJing tray ~liJc~ i~ a ,>en~or which triggers the eamera 
~utoll1uticully 
• A picrnre is taken and processed to obt~in the marks. 
B.2.3.1 Advantagrs 
• This mechani>l11 cun ca>i ly be l11~de with wooden matenal ~ 
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1:1.2.3.2 Disadvantages 
• Toopcrat~ thIs marker it would b~ b~st ifth~ mechani.lm wer~ operated by twopcople. One to 
,]ide the tray and the other to place and remove paper on the tray. This wlmld therefore not be 
very ea:;y to ""e. 
o The matenals that would sl ide on each other would ware easliy. 
o Th~ mechanism a.I concqmmli.I~d requ ired mLlch InOre space OWll1g to the need for two A..J 
paper, to b~ placed llil either end ofthc shding tray. ThlS could be overcome by using only one 
A..J paper locator thm, halving the total :;j/,e. 
FIgure 63; Shding-Base )'larker Mechanism 
ThIS concept was made and ksted a~ ~hown below 111 figure 64, The contact ~ensor IS ",sed as a 
tnggenng lll~chani:;m for the camera to ~tart Image acqLlisition. 
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B.H Sl iding Paper .\leclianis111 
Tim mechamI'm had no moving parts; the only tlung thatmoyed was the paper a, it was allowed to 
slide dO\\11 the lllclined plane or the marklllg machine. The ,chemallc drawlIlg of the machine I, as 





Figure 65' Slidlllg Paper Mechanism 
The mnde of operation of this concept wa, such that: 
• A paper IS pla<:ed at oue end of the inchned paper >liding tray, and a> a rewlt of grav ity and 
low fricllou betweeu the paper and the tray' s >url;'<:<: the paper slides down the inclined plane 
by it> owu welght. 
• A, the paper cro<;sc~ thc ph01n-rctkctivc ,ensor. a triggcr event i, occurs and a camera takes 












• No moving parts 
• Conccpt was relatively simple to use due to redueed moving parts 
• Very lill Ie human effort required 
U.2A.2 Oisud\unl3gcs 
• To take a pJCllirc of a moving paper requues the use of a high speed camera which would be 
quite costly 
• To uutomme the mechanism would require the use of moving pans hence make the product 
more complicated 
Lih the other two concepts lh i ~ concept was built and tested to verify mode of operat Ion. A p,cture of 
the test rig for the shdlllS p~p"r concept lS as shown below in Figure 66. The green arrow show~ where 
the photo·reflective sensor was pl~ced 
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8.3 S~:U:CTlON AND JUSTlnCAT tON 
Actuation 
I'apcr Feed i\lechall;'Ol 
Test, that were carried out revealed that the only distinguishing factor of the various eon,id~w.l 
concepts wa, the paper feed mechanism for the image acquisition process_ and the triggering 
mechanism involved in camera activation. To make a ,election of the eonc~pt to b~ developed hUlh~r, 
comparison;; of the strengths and weaknes<;e, of each of these concepts wer~ cOinpared and weighed 
against each other. The concept with the highest score was accepted for funher development. The 




Figure 67· Design Concepts 
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Using the fixe d base concept as the 'dutum', the other two concepts were weighed against II. Where 
" -j- '" stood for better/eaSler, "-'''1000 lor worse/harder and "S" stood for same. The total was taken, the 
concepts nmked with the highest rank choscn lor further development. 
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Table 9: Concept Selection Weightings 
From Tabk 9 above, the concept with the highest rank was th~ sliding paper concept. It s ,l(\vantage 
over the other concepti ,tcmmed from the ~ase of op~ration. The op~rator simply has to place the 
paper on the tnly and the paper w11l' 
I. Slide down the llIciined plane dne to its own weight 
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B.3.1.2 Safety 
From a safety point of view, this concept was much safer to use than the other two. The fixed tray 
mechanism involved a lot of hand movement under the camera in placing paper on the marking space; 
this would lead to high probability of damage to the equipment and injury to the operator. Looking at 
the sliding tray mechanism, this was the only concept with moving parts. Though the reason for 
having the moving part was good i.e. to aid the operator trigger the camera automatically, the physical 
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B.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
B.4.1 Paper Feed Mechanism 
The concepts considered for prototype marking machine differed with the other by way of the paper 
feeding mechanism for image acquisition and processing. The concept that involved the least effort 
from the operator was the sliding paper mechanism. Though the other concepts had the potential for 
further improvement and development, time constraints led to the choice of the present 'best' choice. 
Due to the aim of finding a marking machine that could be produced with the least moving parts and 
ease of operation, the considered concepts were those that utilized the least technology to minimize 
complexity. All the considered concepts were tested and worked well, therefore rendering them 
suitable for development. 
B.4.2 Trigger Mechanism 
During testing of the sliding paper mechanism, it was noticed that the camera in use was not capable 
of taking clear pictures of a fast moving paper. When paper was in free movement down the inclined 
plane, the moment it crossed the photo-reflective sensor barrier, the camera was triggered but gave a 
blurred image that was not suitable for processing. Among the options to resolve this hurdle was to 
purchase a new, faster camera, capable of obtaining clearer images of a moving paper than the current 
camera, i.e. obtain more than 30 frames per second. This would have increased the cost of the 
machine, therefore to try and keep the cost low, an idea was investigated which involved the 
temporary stopping of the paper for image acquisition after which it could be freed to proceed. 
Several options were considered in stopping the paper. One option was to have some circuitry built 
using a solenoid switch which would be triggered by a sensor to open or close and hence achieve the 
required goal of blocking the paper. This was built by an undergraduate student and seemed to work 
well. The only challenge that was reported by the student as giving problems was the overheating of 
the solenoid which led to a gradual decline in responsiveness and hence reduction of repeatability. An 
alternative mechanism was then constructed and worked better that the solenoid. This involved the 
location of two permanent protrusions on the inclined plane of the marking machine tray which served 
two purposes that of stopping and aligning the paper. Upon being stopped the paper would trigger the 
camera by means of a photo reflective sensor after which, the same sensor would switch on two fans to 
propel the paper off the inclined plane. This proved to be an inexpensive and easily achievable task 
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8 .5 PROTOITPE T ESTII';G 
The concept chosen was desi~led to have I'ew or TlOl1\{)\ I11g part, >0 as to make it ,implc in 
construction. The easiest way to achieve this was vlewell to b<: a paper fee d mechanism which wa, 
lIep<:Tldellt mostly Oil gravity. The figures below sho,," the stages 01' operation of the machine. Firstly 
the paper i, fed onto the machiTie maTlually. just hke a student would after writing a test, this is shown 
1Il Figure 68, 
Figure 6S Placing An,wer Sheet on 'vlarkil1g Madune 
When the paper is placed on the machine, it ,tarts to ,lide down the I11c\l11ed smooth surface of the 
marker. 
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Al th~ bOttOlll ~nd of the marker> inc li n~d plane (F igurc 70) is a small ~lot in which a photo retlccti"e 
p.llXr sensor i~ fix~d w that the moment th~ paper bCglllS 10 cros~ the SenSOr rays, a [rigger is scm to 
the camera to take a snapshot. 
Figur~ 70: Paper Sensor Used As Camera Ttigger 
Figure 71 helow shows a Da!a Acquisition hox which is a versatile computer interfacing unit that 
allows eaoy and eflkient conne<;lion of dcvicc~ to a personal computer. The unn is connected to the 
host computer via [I ~t[lndard RS232 senal porI. This dala a~qu.isitioll hoard has l~ input and output 
lines. which can be ~onneded to a widc vatiely ofperiphcrals_ It i~ to this unit that the photo retlccllve 
senwr i~ ~lll1ne~kd for trigger c\,ents_ 
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\\~'~n a trigger occur~, thc signal is transmittcd to the acquisition box whICh comm"ni~~tes with th~ 
host computer to which a camera l~ conncctcll and, by using appropriate comm~nds, the comp"ter 
commands the <:amera to take a snap"hot ofthc paper passing below it as shown in F igur~ 72, 
Figure 72 Snapshot of Moving Paper Taken Upon a TIl gger Even! 
Below is a figure showing a snapshot takcn as the paper crossed the photo rellecli\'c barricr Figurc 73, 
As it can be seen, the picture "till hulliincs ofscntcnccs and rectangular answer boxe~ which wCrC 
cither filled-m or empty, The lillell- in oncs wcrc thc allswers given by the person tack ling thc tcst. Thc 
lettcrs a.n d unfilled-m boxe~ there I,,,"\: constitutc noise and h~ve to he removed. 
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Cleaning up "fthe image is done ovcr a numb~r of steps to eompkte. Figure 74 below is th~ same 
image as in FigW"c 73 at1:"r it has been converted to a binary image and appears to still hav~ a lot of 
'salt and pepper" noise on it. This 'no is~" in the image has 10 be remowd fir'! before furth~r 
processing of the image tak~s plac~, 
Figure 74: Image Converted to a Umar)" Image 
Using (he ~omm~nd 'medfil. t2' this inl~ge \,,~S clcancd up automatically by the eomputcr to 
proouc~ a cleaner image while maintaining the edges of the brger ohject> ~s ,hown in Flgure 75. For 
imag~ registratIOn (alignmg one image with another) two larger redangular points are med (~hown In 
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Figure 75: Clcanlmag~ llsed for AnalYSIS 
The image thll.'i produced WaS compared to a marking key of a similar pag~ setup but havlllg the 
correct answers. Th~ lmage comparison was done one question at a time by selecting successIVe 
regions 01' in lerest. At the end ol'the anaiysi" the result is printed on a 7 segment LED board as shown 
below in Figure 76 through the parallel port. There wCre lilur questions in the te,t and thc LED board 
indicates that the student obtained a lolal of 4 mark<;, meaning that the srudelll gO! all the questions 
correct. 
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By the time of testing, the camera in use was a Logitech 4000 web camera with a speed of 30 frames 
per minute. This restricted the experimentation to be limited to hand feeding of the papers to reduce 
the speed of the paper through the machine. 
The explanation above has shown the practicality of the chosen concept in terms of its mode of 
operation and ease of use. Further advances were taken on this chosen concept to bring it to a standard 
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this appendix was to further develop the ideas from the chosen concept in the 
conceptual design phase. From this section, the detailed drawings of all the parts of the machine would 
be drawn. 
C.l.2 Limitations 
No major limitations existed in this section, except that due to time constraints, rapid advances were 
taken towards producing a prototype machine. This therefore meant that not all possible layouts of the 
final prototype were considered. An easily workable design was considered for the sake of time. To 
avoid further delays, locally available materials (University of Cape Town, Mechanical Engineering 
Department workshop) were used in building the frame. 
C.l.3 Plan Of Development 
The section begins with the mechanical components that were required to develop the frame for the 
prototype machine. All the drawings were generated in ProENGINEER Wildfire 2. After a description 
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C.2 MECHANICAL COMPONENTS 
C.2.1 Paper Tray 
The distinguishing factor in the chosen concept was the paper feed mechanism. The concept was based 
on the ability for paper to slide down an inclined plane, with reduced tilt in its orientation. This 
therefore led to designing a tray that could self align the paper as it went down the slope. Due to this, 
the tray was designed to have guides on each side. 
C.2.I.1 Material 
To reduce the weight of the machine for easy portability, a light weight material was chosen for 
production. The machine had to be rigid enough to withstand rough handling and drops. With this 
point in mind, the choice material which was both light and rigid-enough was 1.6mm thick 
Aluminium. The other reason for this choice was its availability in the Mechanical engineering 
workshop hence the component was locally made. 
C.2.I.2 Design 
From the required performance characteristics of the marking mechanism chosen, paper had to slide 
down the inclined plane using its own weight as the force. The inclined marking machine tray was 
therefore made to allow the paper to freely slide down without inhibiting its movement. When 
constructed, the tray was designed to have a variable angle of inclination. This therefore called for one 
end to be the pivot point and another to freely be adjusted up or down in the side panels. 
The tray therefore was designed to have four holes, two in front and two at the back. To offer the 
operator enough room to place the paper on the tray, it was made a little less than two lengths of A4 
paper i.e. 500mm. The Aluminium plate was bent on the two sides to create guides for paper 
orientation, and therefore reduce the computer program length by eliminating image registration. To 
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Figure 77: Paper Feed Tray 
As can be SCC II ill Fisure 77. the tray was mad~ 10 bt: longer thim th~ lenglh, ol';,n A4 r"p~r so ~s 10 
"now the paper to .~ elf ~1it!'\ as it wcut slid ing dmom the illclined Iray, Th~ four hole, w~r~ m~de lor the 
purpuS.!S of local lCln and ahgnrUClll \CI olh~r mechanical components. 
L. __ O_'_,"_~_'_'O_"_, __ .~ __ I. ,., .,g.,.".(,."."." __ '~r,,,_.W_,d.'.".,.".".".,_...,1][ Il~ighl{mm) 
P~perTroy 500 213.2 20 
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C.2.2 Side I'anel 
To Mlppon th~ p~p<:r k~d tray m~~halli_\m. two sl(k panels would b<: n~~d~d, one on each side ofth~ 
tray. It was d~signed to h~w a slot as shown so thJt th~ angk OflllClinatlOn of the tray euuld be altered 
whell III use dep~ndlllg on til<: spe~d of mark Illg req u l r~d. The hI gher the angk the faster the pap<:r 
would slid~ down til<: tr,1y and the opposlk lS tru~. 
C.2.2.1 _'laterial 
Light w~ight matenal wa~ also eho~en for the ~idc pand_\ to he lp In reducing the weight and provide 
ngidity_ Thcreforc, the choice material was again L6mm th ick Aluminium_ 
Tray-angle JJterJtiun slot 
Loc~tion hok~ 












TIk' tray was to be supported by the ~ i dc panel8. The paJXf ~ l iJmg uown the tray was abo to be given 
enough clearance to be colkcted at the bottom end ol"the tray. The ~upr0rting ~ i Je paneb were 
therefore deslgned to have a higher value lilr he lght and have ~nough locatlOn and ~upp<ll1 hok8 a, 
shown in Figure 78. 
~ 
Dimmsions Length (mm) J: Thickness (mm) I!eig:ht (mm) 
340 1.6 350 
Table 11: Side r~nel Dimcn8ion:; 
C.2.3 lIase Mounting 
A, an aid ll1 support and stabJilly. the 8ide pand~ would be secured at the bottom through the location 
hole, to the b~se mountmg: plate which w~:; abo made of 1.6mm thick aluminum. In this way. the 
assembly would have more :;tabll ity Ii-om thi~ ba:;e. The component was not made as sho\\'n in the 
figure tJt,low but was matk by ~rot weluing o[the two side panels to a flat sheet of alumimum with 
added rem lorcement by mean:; or "L .. ~hapGd plate,. Thi, change did not change did not affect the 
deslg:n lntent m anyway a8 it pnlimned the task expected of the original ba:;e mount mg. 











Thc basic dlmcnslons for the ba,e arC as shown helo" m Tahle 12, Hole, w~r~ drill~d illth~plale for 
location purposes and for mounting the side pand, 
Dim~n,ion> Length (mmJ Width (mm) "leight (mm) 
llase ),lounting Platc 22 1 350 
Table 12: Rase Mounting Plate Dimensions 
C.2A Tra)' Co"cr 
It wa, noticed during te,ting in the concepnlal phase that the marking machine had incon,i,\cncle, in 
its output depending On the brightness of the room. Varying light intensity m the room led to thc 
inconsistcncics in the Image proccssing stage of the marking procc<;s. To solvc this challengc, 
invc,tigations were conducted into way, to maintain a constant illumination in the camera', fidd, It 
was nOliced lh31lhe camera had a low light fiher, which al1!Omatically increased its own ability to 
capture images in a low light environmcnt, This ability was taken advantage of; as a result, a 
translucent cover to restrict the amount of light entering the camera's view was designed. 
c'2.4. 1 I\lutcrial 
With the requirement of reducing the amount of extemal hglu entermg the cam~ra's VIew. a P~rsp<,x 
cover wa, designed and was noticed !O work vel)' effectively by mmimizing th~ 'nols<,' caused by 
cxternal light influence, 
c'2.4.2 Design 
The co~er had to achi~v~ two purpose>; (0 miniml~.c the amount of lighl entering lhc camcra's view 
and hold (he camera in place. This wa, achievcd by drilling a hole through the top of the cover (,hown 
in Figure 110) fonhe placement of the camera holding fixture (camera handle and support), These also 
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FIgure 81: :'1arkmg \lachin~ Main Frame 
When all the parts ar~ placed asscmbkd, the marklllg machin~ takes up the foml depicted in F,gllre 81 
arn)\'e. The liguTe llluslrate, th<e design inlent in that 11 shows the slop~ r~q\lired in the tray and the 
,upport provided by the side panels and the base plate. Onc~ the required slop<: of the tray IS decided 
llpon and adjusted accordingly, the bolts ar~ faswncd to hold th~ tray in place for the running of the 
machine. Aftermarking is owr and lh<e paper has bc~n ejected Jrom the machine, it IS eollccwd on the 
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C.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The design of the prototype marking machine presented in this section proves the theory that marking 
of students scripts can be performed by using parts that are locally available or can be sourced easily 
by interested personnel. 
The frame of the machine has been made from Aluminium and therefore is quite light and portable. It 
can also withstand some reasonable amount of shock due to the rigidity of the frame. The cover is 
made of 4mm thick perspex which reduces the amount of light entering the field of the camera to 
minimise effects of extemallight and also serves the purpose of holding the camera in place. To lower 
or raise the camera for the purpose of focusing and orienting it is achieved by pushing and pulling the 
shaft to which it is fastened. 
The electrical components can be sourced from local shops but require some familiarity with computer 
programming to correctly interface them for correct application. Otherwise they are not computer 
programming intensive. 
The software part of the machine is the most critical and performs most of the tasks that the machine is 
expected to do. Further modifications need to be done to have the computer programming functioning 
accurately and needing very little effort from the operator. It must be mentioned here that character 
recognition by means of web cameras has just only began to be investigated due to the relatively poor 
quality of images from cameras compared to those obtained from scanners. This gap is becoming ever 
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D.I INTRODUCTION 
D.1.1 Objective 
The purpose of this appendix is to list all the computer programmes used in operating the marking 
machine. Here, the actual code is explained especially pertaining to the most important functions that 
each section of code performs. 
D.1.2 Plan of Development 
The Image acquisition, Image processing and character recognition sections of the code are listed first. 
D.1.3 Limitations 
The author is proficient with Matlab as a computer programming platform, but is not an expert in 
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E. l INTKOUU CTIO." 
Th~ d~sign pl'OC~Ss carries with it the requirements of assembly and part drawmgs, '10 that effed, a set 
or drawings for [hc marking machincs frame arc hcr~ incorporated, 
£. 1.1 Ob.i~ ct ive 
[he llbjediv~ lli" this ,ec!;nn was tll present (he drawmg, lLs~d for prWllcing lhe marking machin~_ 
On I y the m~chun ; cul rmme and paper lmnSpllr(a(' lln lray drawmgs are pre,en[~d 
E. 1.2 Breakdov.n 
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